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Summary. Conventional geostatistical methodology solves the problem of predicting the realized
value of a linear functional of a Gaussian spatial stochastic process S x) based on observations
Yi  S xi   Zi at sampling locations xi , where the Zi are mutually independent, zero-mean
Gaussian random variables. We describe two spatial applications for which Gaussian distributional
assumptions are clearly inappropriate. The ®rst concerns the assessment of residual contamination
from nuclear weapons testing on a South Paci®c island, in which the sampling method generates spatially indexed Poisson counts conditional on an unobserved spatially varying intensity of
radioactivity; we conclude that a conventional geostatistical analysis oversmooths the data and
underestimates the spatial extremes of the intensity. The second application provides a description
of spatial variation in the risk of campylobacter infections relative to other enteric infections in part of
north Lancashire and south Cumbria. For this application, we treat the data as binomial counts at
unit postcode locations, conditionally on an unobserved relative risk surface which we estimate.
The theoretical framework for our extension of geostatistical methods is that, conditionally on the
unobserved process S x, observations at sample locations xi form a generalized linear model with
the corresponding values of S xi  appearing as an offset term in the linear predictor. We use a
Bayesian inferential framework, implemented via the Markov chain Monte Carlo method, to solve
the prediction problem for non-linear functionals of S x, making a proper allowance for the uncertainty in the estimation of any model parameters.
Keywords: Generalized linear mixed model; Geostatistics; Kriging; Markov chain Monte Carlo
method; Spatial prediction

1.

Introduction

The name kriging refers to a widely used method for interpolating or smoothing spatial data.
Given a set of data yi , i  1, . . ., n, at spatial locations xi , the kriging predictor for the
underlying spatial surface, S x say, takes the form
S^ x 

n
P
i1

wi xyi ,

1

where the kriging weights wi x are derived from the estimated mean and covariance structure
of the data. For a model-based derivation, we can assume that the data are generated by the
model
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Yi    S xi   Zi ,

i  1, . . ., n,

where  is a constant mean eect, S x is a stationary Gaussian process with E S x  0 and
covfS x, S x0 g  2  x ÿ x0 , and the Zi are mutually independent N 0,  2 . An equivalent
formulation is that, conditionally on S ., the Yi are mutually independent, with
Yi jS xi   Nf  S xi ,  2 g:

2

In the more applied statistical literature on kriging, these distributional assumptions are often
not made explicitly. However, the linear predictor (1) might be regarded as a natural choice
under Gaussian assumptions, since it then minimizes EfS^ x ÿ S xg2 .
The bald statement that kriging is linear prediction conceals a large body of methodology,
collectively known as geostatistics in acknowledgement of its origins in mineral exploration. Much of the early development of geostatistical methodology was undertaken by G.
Matheron and colleagues at Fontainebleau, France. See, for example, Matheron (1970). More
recent text-book accounts include Journel and Huijbregts (1978) and Isaaks and Srivastava
(1989). Parallel independent developments in stochastic process prediction (Whittle, 1963)
and in the analysis of spatial variation (MateÂrn, 1960) eventually led to the placing of geostatistical methods within the wider setting of spatial statistics. See, for example, Ripley
(1981), chapter 4, or Cressie (1991), chapters 2±5.
Our aim in this paper is to extend the geostatistical method to situations in which the
stochastic variation in the data is known to be non-Gaussian. In current geostatistical
practice, the most widely implemented methodology for coping with non-Gaussian problems
is trans-Gaussian kriging (Cressie (1991), pages 137±138) which consists of applying standard
Gaussian methods after a marginal non-linear transformation, i.e. analyse transformed data
 Yi  for some speci®ed function  .. In contrast, our proposal is to embed linear kriging
methodology within a more general distributional framework, analogous to the embedding
of the Gaussian linear model for mutually independent data within the framework of the
generalized linear model (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989).
The work has been motivated by the following two examples.
1.1. Example 1: radionuclide concentrations on Rongelap Island
Rongelap Island forms part of the Republic of the Marshall Islands and is located in the
Paci®c Ocean approximately 2500 miles south-west of Hawaii. The island experienced
contamination due to fall-out from the Bikini Atoll nuclear weapons testing programme
during the 1950s, and the former inhabitants of the island have been living in self-imposed
exile on the much smaller island of Mejatto since 1985.
As part of a wider investigation to establish whether Rongelap can safely be resettled, the
Marshall Islands National Radiological Survey has examined the current levels of 137 Cs
contamination by in situ -ray counting at a set of n  157 locations over the island. The
-spectrometer records cumulative numbers of photon emissions in discrete energy ranges.
Each radionuclide emits photons at speci®c energy levels, called channels, which, in principle,
make the separate identi®cation of each possible. In practice, some leakage of energy between
channels occurs and to estimate the level of activity in the energy range corresponding to a
particular radionuclide it is standard practice to subtract from the gross counts an estimate of
the leakage, based on the (typically much smaller) average counts in adjacent energy ranges.
According to the well-established theory of radioactive emissions, the counts Yi at the n
locations can therefore be treated approximately as realizations of mutually independent
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Poisson random variables with expectations Mi  ti  xi , where ti denotes the length of time
over which the counts are recorded and  x measures the 137 Cs radioactivity at location x.
The approximation arises because of the eect of the leakage correction. For further details,
see Diggle et al. (1997).
One objective of the Rongelap survey is to estimate  x. Interest is also in non-linear
functions of  x such as maxf xg, the location associated with this maximum, and with the
regions of the island where radioactivity is above a speci®ed threshold. To re¯ect the eective
dose received by an individual utilizing a ®nite area around their home, there is also practical
interest in these characteristics for the spatially averaged process T x where, for any given
positive value ,
T x 

kuk4

 x ÿ u du:

In the absence of any physically based model for a spatial trend in 137 Cs concentrations, it
may be reasonable to assume that logf xg    S x, where S . is a zero-mean, stationary
Gaussian process and the parameter  represents the mean log-intensity over the island. In
this example, the Poisson distribution is clearly more appropriate than the Gaussian as a
model for Yi jS xi .
1.2. Example 2: campylobacter infections in north Lancashire and south Cumbria
The incidence of campylobacter infections in the UK has grown dramatically over the past 20
years, to the point where it is now the most common cause of enteric infection. Furthermore,
the incidence is especially high around Lancaster and there is a suggestion of small scale
spatial variation in relative risk (Jones and Telford, 1991). At Lancaster Royal In®rmary, Dr
D. Telford has assembled a data set giving the spatial locations (as identi®ed by residential
unit postcodes) of all reported cases of enteric infections in the north Lancashire±south
Cumbria region between 1991 and 1994. Using these data, it is possible to examine the spatial
variation in the relative risk of campylobacter among all recorded cases of the three most
common enteric infections (campylobacter, salmonella and cryptosporidia). The data which
we shall analyse consist of the numbers Yi of campylobacters and the total numbers mi of
recorded cases, at each of n  248 unit postcode locations within postcode sectors LA8, LA9,
LA10, LA21, LA22 and LA23. Assuming independent infections (for further discussion of
which, see Section 6.3 later), it is reasonable to model the Yi as conditionally independent
binomial random variables, given the underlying spatial surface of relative risk. As in
example 1, we shall use a stationary Gaussian process S . as the basis of an empirical model
for the spatial variation in the probability, P x say, that a case at x is a campylobacter
infection, but using a logit transformation to map the domain of S . onto the unit interval;
thus
logP x=f1 ÿ P xg    S x:
In both of our motivating examples, and for the standard Gaussian kriging model (2), the
regression function EYi jS xi  varies spatially only through the value of S x at location xi .
Here, S x can be thought of as being a surrogate for any spatial variation in unavailable
explanatory variables for the observed Y  Y1 , . . . , Yn . In some applications, there may be
grounds for linking the spatial variation in the regression function to a vector of observable
spatial explanatory variables, d x say. This leads to a more general formulation in which the
spatial regression function takes the form
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EYi jS xi   Mi  M xi ,
where
hfM xg  d xT  S x
for a known link function h . and unknown parameters . In other words, conditionally on
the Gaussian process S x, the data Yi , i  1, . . ., n, follow a classical generalized linear
model. Models of this kind are examples of generalized linear mixed models (Breslow and
Clayton, 1993). In the present context, the role of the Gaussian process S x is to explain the
residual spatial variation after accounting for all known explanatory variables. In the linear
Gaussian setting, the inclusion of spatially varying explanatory variables is known as universal kriging.
In particular applications, the inferential focus may be on the regression parameters , on
properties of S . or on the conditional distribution of S . given the data Y. In standard
kriging, the primary objective is to predict the realization of the random function M x given
Y, and the model parameters are of limited interest in themselves. This is also the focus in
both of our motivating examples, except that in example 1 there is also a speci®c interest in
predicting non-linear functionals of M ., e.g. the maximum value of M x over the island, or
those parts of the island for which M x exceeds a given threshold.
When the regression parameters are of direct interest, it is important to remember that
these parameters have a conditional rather than a marginal interpretation. In particular,
E Yi jS xi  and EYi  dier in their structural dependence on the explanatory variables d xi ,
so the interpretation of requires care. Only in the case where Yi jS xi  is Gaussian and the
link function is the identity can also be treated as the regression parameter for the marginal
regression function E Yi .
We shall adopt a Bayesian framework for inference and prediction, implemented using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Smith and Roberts, 1993). This enables us to
incorporate the uncertainty due to estimation of parameters in both the systematic and the
stochastic components of the model into the reported precision of our results. It turns out
that the eect of parameter uncertainty can be substantial, especially when the objective is to
predict a non-linear functional of the underlying spatial process. Le and Zidek (1992) and
Handcock and Stein (1993) also proposed a Bayesian formulation of the problem, but in the
context of the linear Gaussian model (2).
The combination of generalized linear mixed modelling and MCMC sampling for spatial
data has a rapidly growing literature. A major area of application, following early work by
Clayton and Kaldor (1987) and Besag et al. (1991), is to disease mapping problems. Here, the
basic data take the form of the number of cases of a particular disease and the corresponding
population size in each of a number of discrete spatial regions. Spatial smoothness is built
into the analysis by using a Markov random ®eld model to describe the dependence in disease
rates between spatially adjacent regions. Subsequent work in this area is reviewed in MollieÂ
(1996). In the discussion of Besag et al. (1991), Raftery and Ban®eld (1991) suggested that in
some applications it might be more appropriate to model the spatial dependence continuously by analogy with classical geostatistics, rather than among a discrete set of points or
regions. Cressie (1994) made a similar suggestion in the discussion of Handcock and Wallis
(1994). Freulon (1994) described the use of the Gibbs sampler for simulating spatial processes
consisting of a latent Gaussian process with observations subject to noise, including Poisson
noise as a special case. For models of this form, Lawson et al. (1996) presented results using
both full Bayesian inference and a quadratic approximation to the log-likelihood as a
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computationally easy alternative. Almost all this work assumes a Gaussian model for the
underlying spatial variation. An exception is Wolpert and Ickstadt (1997), who considered
Cox point processes with a gamma random ®eld model for the spatial variation in the local
intensity of points.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses standard kriging
procedures from a statistical modelling perspective. Section 3 describes a more general
formulation based on the generalized linear mixed model. Section 4 describes an implementation of MCMC methodology to solve the associated inferential problems. Section 5
considers the extension of the variogram, which is a standard tool in conventional geostatistics, to the more general setting. Section 6 presents applications to a simulated casestudy and to our two motivating examples. The paper closes with a discussion of some open
questions.
2.

Kriging: existing methods

Let S  fS x: x 2 IRp g denote a stochastic process, called the signal, whose realized values
are not directly observable. Let Y  Y1 , . . ., Yn  denote a random vector which is stochastically dependent on S, and whose realized values are directly observable. We shall think of
Yi as a `noisy' version of S xi  for a prescribed set of locations xi , i  1, . . ., n, and consider
the problem of predicting the realized values of functionals of S from the data, yi , i  1,
. . . , n.
Let T be any functional of S. We de®ne the kriging predictor of T as that function,
^ 2 . From a wellT^  T^ Y say, which minimizes the prediction mean-square error, E  T ÿ T
known result we have that the kriging predictor for T is T^  E TjY, which gives a point
prediction of T. We call var TjY the prediction variance for T.
2.1. Linear kriging
Implementation of the kriging predictor is extremely straightforward under the following
assumptions:
(a) the process S is Gaussian, with mean E S x  0 and covariance function x, x0  
covfS x, S x0 g  2  x ÿ x0 ;
(b) conditionally on S, the Yi , i  1, . . ., n, are mutually independent Gaussian random
variables with expectations  xi   S xi  and common variance  2 ;
(c) the target functional T is a linear functional of S.
Let  denote the n-element vector with ith element  xi , g x the n-element vector with i th
element xi , x, G the n  n matrix with i, jth element xi , xj  and I the n  n identity
matrix. Then, using standard properties of the multivariate normal distribution (e.g. Mardia
et al. (1979), p. 63) it follows that the kriging predictor for S x is
S^ x  g xT  2 I  Gÿ1 Y ÿ ,

3

and the prediction variance, V x  varfS xjYg, is
V x  2 ÿ g xT  2 I  Gÿ1 g x:
Equation (3) gives the explicit form of the linear kriging predictor (1).
Now consider prediction for the linear functional

4
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T

A

k x S x dx,

where k . is any known function and A is some region of interest. Using the linearity of the
expectation operator, it follows immediately that the kriging predictor of T is
T^ 

A

k x S^ x dx,

5

with S^ given by equation (3), and similarly that the associated prediction variance is
VT  var TjY 

A

A

k x V x, x0  k x0  dx dx0 ,

where
V x, x0  

x, x0  ÿ g xT  2 I  Gÿ1 g x0 

corresponds to covfS x, S x0 jYg.
1=2
An approximate 95% prediction interval is T^  2VT . Although the kriging predictor can
be derived as the optimal linear predictor without explicit reference to a Gaussian model,
linear prediction is only compelling under Gaussian assumptions.
2.2. Disjunctive kriging
In the geostatistical literature there are also methods which use non-linear functions of the
data to approximate functionals of S. One such method is disjunctive kriging (Matheron,
1976; Armstrong and Matheron, 1986a, b). Disjunctive kriging seeks to obtain an optimal
predictor among the class of all linear combinations of univariate functions of the data. In
particular, within this class, the minimum mean-squared error predictor of a functional of S
^ xg, takes the form
at any given location x, TfS
^ xg 
TfS

n
P
i1

ui fY xi g,

6

where fui , i  1, . . . , ng are measurable square integrable functions satisfying the following
disjunctive kriging equations:
E TfS xgjY xj  

n
P
i1

E ui fY xi gjY xj ,

for j  1, . . . , n:

7

The solution to equations (7) assumes knowledge of only bivariate distributions. Note also
that, if an arbitrary non-Gaussian bivariate distribution is used to evaluate the conditional
expectations in equations (7), this begs the question of whether the assumed bivariate
distributions are compatible with any underlying spatial process. For further discussion, see
Armstrong and Matheron (1986a,b).
2.3. Indicator kriging
Another method which is used for deriving a predictor of the form (6) is indicator kriging
(Journel, 1983). As the name suggests, indicator kriging is basically the application of kriging
to indicator transformations of the data. Additionally, this method makes no parametric
assumptions about the underlying bivariate distributions. Although the performance of
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indicator kriging is relatively similar to other kriging methods, it is quite cumbersome to
implement in practice and it has a rather weak theoretical foundation; see Papritz and
Moyeed (1997).
2.4. The variogram
Typically, any unknown parameters involved in the speci®cation of the covariance structure
x, x0  and the mean function  x are estimated by virtually ad hoc methods. A statistic that
is widely used for estimating the covariance structure is the variogram, which is de®ned as
C u  12 varfY x  u ÿ Y xg,

8

for any random process fY x: x 2 R2 g. When  x  , a constant, a nonparametric
estimator of the variogram is the empirical variogram C~ u, given by
C~ u 

P
1
fY xi  ÿ Y xj g2 ,
2jN uj

9

where the sum is over N u  f i, j: xi ÿ xj  ug and jN uj is the number of distinct elements
of N u. In practice, when the spatial distribution of the data locations xi is irregular,
equation (9) is often calculated after grouping the spatial separations u into discrete classes.
Also, when  x is not constant, equation (9) is applied to residuals after subtracting preliminary estimates of  xi  from the Yi .
2.5. Parametric estimation of covariance structure
Common geostatistical practice is to ®t a parametric model for the covariance structure by a
direct comparison between the empirical and theoretical variograms, using curve ®tting
methods; see, for example, Cressie (1991). However, a growing body of work on inference for
spatial stochastic processes has resulted in a move towards the adoption of likelihood-based
methods of parameter estimation. See, for example, Mardia and Marshall (1984), Warnes
and Ripley (1987), Vecchia (1988, 1992), Mardia and Watkins (1989), Zimmerman (1989)
and Laslett (1994). A potentially serious limitation of conventional geostatistical methodology is that it uses the prediction variance as an estimate of precision without taking account
of the uncertainty involved in estimating the parameters of the assumed covariance structure
of S. As noted earlier, two exceptions are Le and Zidek (1992) and Handcock and Stein
(1993), which address the question of parameter uncertainty by adopting a Bayesian
formulation of the problem.
3.

Generalized linear prediction

The distinctive feature of kriging methodology derived from the Gaussian assumptions
(a) and (b) in Section 2 is that the predictor S^ x is linear in the data Y. We now extend
this methodology in exactly the same way that generalized linear models (Nelder and
Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) extend the classical Gaussian linear model.
In the following model we assume the following:
(a) S is a stationary Gaussian process with ES x  0 and covfS x, S x0 g  2  x ÿ x0 ;
(b) conditionally on S, the random variables Yi , i  1, . . ., n, are mutually independent,
with distributions fi f yjS xi g  f y; Mi  speci®ed by the values of the conditional
expectations Mi  E Yi jS xi ;
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(c) h Mi   S xi   dTi , for some known link function h, explanatory variables di  d xi 
and parameters .
Under these assumptions, we call the resulting expression for the kriging predictor S^ x
 E S xjY the generalized linear predictor for S x. Because expectation is a linear operator, the form of the generalized linear predictor for any linear functional T is then given by
equation (5).
We write S  S x1 , . . ., S xn T for the set of values of S x at the sampling locations xi ,
and S*  S x*1 , . . ., S x*m T for the corresponding set of values of S x at the locations x*i
for which predictions are required. Also, we let gk s denote the multivariate normal
probability density function of the ®rst k elements of S, S*, and we let si denote the value
of the ith element of this augmented vector, for each of i  1, . . . , n  m. Then, under
assumptions (a)±(c) above, with all the parameters of the model taken to be ®xed, the
unconditional density of Y is given by the n-fold integral
n

Q
fi yi jsi  gn s ds,
10
f y 
i1

and the unconditional density of S*, Y by the n-fold integral
n

Q
fi yi jsi  gnm s ds,
i1

11

where ds  ni1 dsi . The conditional density of Sn1 , . . ., Snm  given Y is then the ratio of
the two integrals in expressions (10) and (11). In particular, if we de®ne the n  1-fold
integral
n

Q
fi yi jsi  gnm s ds dsnj ,
Er,j  srnj
i1

for positive integer r and j  1, . . ., m, then the generalized linear predictor and the
prediction variance, for location x*j , are given by
S^ x*j   E1, j =f y

12

and
V x*j   E2, j =f y ÿ S^ x*j 2 :
Since n will be very large, it is clear that special methods will be needed for the approximate
evaluation of f y, E1, j and E2, j . By comparison note that disjunctive kriging only needs the
evaluation of two-dimensional integrals.
In Section 4, we attack this problem by using MCMC methods (Smith and Roberts, 1993;
Besag and Green, 1993; Gilks et al., 1993), and adopting a Bayesian approach to inference.
Since assumptions (a)±(c) specify explicit forms for the unconditional distribution of S and
for the conditional distribution of Y given S, we can use MCMC methods to simulate from
the conditional distribution of S given Y, and hence to estimate any expectation (or other
functional) associated with this conditional distribution.
4.

Inference and prediction

MCMC is a generic term to describe a collection of methods for simulating from complex
multivariate distributions, and in particular from distributions whose probability density
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function is analytically intractable. The basic idea is to set up a Markov chain whose
transition probabilities are analytically tractable and which has the required multivariate
distribution as its equilibrium distribution. By producing a suciently long run of this chain,
we can therefore simulate a realization from the required distribution. By continuing to
simulate from the chain after equilibrium has been attained, we can then obtain an arbitrarily
large, albeit dependent, sample from the target distribution.
This idea has proved to be especially useful when the joint distribution of the observed
data is speci®ed only indirectly, via the speci®cation of a set of lower dimensional marginal
and conditional distributions. This makes MCMC methods a natural tool for Bayesian inference, and especially for models such as ours, where the marginal distribution of S and the
conditional distribution of Y given S are speci®ed explicitly. The Bayesian framework also
provides a convenient way of incorporating parameter uncertainty into predictive inferences
for the process S. We adopt independent proper uniform priors throughout, a consequence
being that the resulting joint posterior distribution is proportional to the likelihood surface
over the speci®ed region.
Let  denote the set of parameters comprising the signal variance 2 and any further
parameters in the speci®cation of the correlation structure of S, and let consist of all the
regression parameters. Our objective is to use MCMC methods to estimate the model
parameters,  and , and to generate samples from the conditional distribution of S, S* 
given Y under assumptions (a)±(c) in Section 3. This allows us to obtain predictions for any
functional of interest associated with this conditional distribution, while making proper
allowance for uncertainty in the parameter estimates. Under a standard MCMC scheme we
need to generate random samples from the posterior distribution of , S, jY for inference
and from the posterior distribution of S*j Y, , S,  for prediction.
The implementation of our MCMC scheme requires sampling from the conditional
distributions  jY, S, ,  jY, S,  and  Si jSÿi , Y, , , where Sÿi denotes the vector S
with its ith element, Si  S xi , removed. A schematic representation of the dependence
structure of our model is as follows:

(13)
S*

S

Y

When the objective is inference about model parameters rather than prediction of S*, we
can simplify this structure by dropping the S*-node. It is clear from the diagram that  is
conditionally independent of Y given S, and that is conditionally independent of  given S.
So, for inference, a single cycle of the MCMC algorithm involves ®rst sampling jS, then
Sj Y, ,  and ®nally j Y, S. Following assumption (b) in Section 3, we note that
p YjS,  
where f yj jsj ,

n
Q
j1

f yj jsj ,

,

14

  f y; Mj . Using equation (14), the conditionals can now be written as
 jY, S,

   jS / p Sj  p  ,

15
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 Si jSÿi , Y, ,

 / p YjS,  p Si jSÿi ,  
n

Q

f yj jsj ,  p Si jSÿi ,  ,
j1

 jY, S,    jY, S / p YjS,  p

n
Q
f yj jsj ,  p :


16


17

j1

It follows from assumption (a) in Section 3 that p S j  in equation (15) has a multivariate
normal density. As a consequence, p Si jSÿi ,   in equation (16) has a univariate Gaussian
distribution. In principle, we could choose any prior distributions p  and p  in equations
(15) and (17) respectively. However, we take p   and p  to be constants as we have chosen
to use proper uniform priors.
We use the Metropolis±Hastings (MH) algorithm (see Smith and Roberts (1993)) to
sample from the above conditional distributions. The MH scheme is not only straightforward
to implement, but it is also a general purpose method. This makes it suitable for handling any
form of conditional distribution in assumption (b) of Section 3. If we assumed a log-concave
density for this conditional distribution, we could use the adaptive rejection sampling
algorithm (Gilks and Wild, 1992) to sample from the conditional distributions. However, the
resulting advantage in terms of computational eciency would still need to be set against the
increase in programming complexity and the restriction to the allowed class of models.
Our MCMC algorithm consists of the following steps.
Step 0: initial values need to be chosen for , and S to start the algorithm. Arbitrary
starting values for  may be chosen in the range speci®ed by the prior. However, on
assuming S  0, our model reduces to a standard generalized linear model and the
corresponding estimate of
from this model may be used as an initial value 0 . We
0
then set the starting value si for each Si by equating Mi to yi for each i in the link function
0
de®ned in assumption (c) in Section 3, to give si  h yi  ÿ dTi 0 .
Step 1: update all the components of the parameter vector  Ð
(a) choose a new state 0 uniformly from theparameter space speci®ed by the prior;
(b) accept 0 with probability  , 0   min p Sj0 =p Sj, 1 .
Step 2: update the signals S Ð
(a) choose a new value S0i for the ith component of S from the transition probability
function q Si , S0i   p S0i jSÿi , ;

(b) accept S0i with probability  Si , S0i   min f yi js0i , =f yi jsi , , 1 ;
(c) repeat (a) and (b) for all i  1, . . . , n.
Step 3: update all the elements of the regression parameter

Ð

(a) choose a new value 0 from some appropriate density q ,
(b) accept 0 with probability
8Q
n
>
>
< f yj jsj ,

9
>
>
=
j1
0
,
1
:
 ,   min Q
n
>
>
>
:
;
f yj jsj ,  q , 0  >
j1

0

q

0

, 

0

;
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The choice of the transition kernel q , 0  in step 3 is problem speci®c; for an example, see
Section 6.1. In practice, we update , S and
one component at a time, using the MH
method to generate samples from the corresponding univariate conditional distributions.
We iterate steps 1±3 until the chain is judged to have reached its equilibrium distribution,
at which point we introduce the following step.
Step 4: draw a random sample from the multivariate Gaussian distribution of
S*j Y, , S, ,
where , S,  are the values generated in steps 1±3. This step reduces to direct simulation
from the Gaussian distribution of S*j S,  , since our model implies that S* is conditionally independent of both Y and , given S. Speci®cally, it follows from assumption
(a) in Section 3 that
T
ÿ1
S*j S,    MVN T12 ÿ1
11 S, 22 ÿ 12 11 12 ,

18

where
11  var S,
12  cov S, S*,
22  var S*:
We then cycle over steps 1±4 as many times as necessary to obtain the required number of
realizations from the distributions of , S, jY and of S*j S,  . After convergence we
sample every kth realization of the chain. Increasing the value of k reduces the serial correlation in the resulting output sample. Step 4 is then only necessary at every kth cycle.
5.

The variogram of the generalized linear prediction model

Despite the similarities between our model for generalized linear prediction and the
generalized linear model, the diagnostic checks for the latter (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989)
are inappropriate here owing to the spatial nature of the problem (Handcock and Wallis,
1994). However, a diagnostic for the second-moment structure of the ®tted model is valuable
and this is given by a comparison of the ®tted and empirical variograms. In this section we
discuss the theoretical form of the variogram for the generalized linear prediction model and
its estimation.
Following from equation (8) and assumptions (a)±(c) in Section 3, a standard conditional
expectation argument gives
C u  12 varfY xg  12 varfY x  ug ÿ covfY x, Y x  ug
 12 ES varY fY xjSg  12 ES varY fY x  ujSg  12 varS fEY Y xjS g
 12 varS fEY Y x  ujS g ÿ covS fEY Y xjS , EY Y x  ujS g,

19

where we have used the fact that ES covY fY x, Y x  ujSg  0. Writing M x  EY Y xjS
and  2 x  varY fY xjS g, equation (19) simpli®es to
C u  12 ES f 2 x   2 x  ug  varS fM xg  varS fM x  ug
ÿ covS fM x, M x  ug:

20
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Further simpli®cation is possible only when additional assumptions are made as we illustrate
through the following examples. More generally, the terms in expression (20) can be approximated from the MCMC sample output.
5.1. Example 1
In the case of linear kriging, i.e. when the conditional distribution of Y x given S x is
Gaussian with mean M x   S x and variance  2 x   2 for all x, then equation (20)
reduces to
C u   2  2 f1 ÿ  ug:

21

The quantity  2 is often referred to as the nugget eect.
5.2. Example 2
When the distribution of Y x given S x is Poisson with mean M x  expf  S xg and
 2 x  M x, equation (20) yields


2
 exp 2  2 exp 2  ÿ expf2  ug:
22
C u  exp 
2
When  is small, equation (22) gives, to the ®rst order of approximation,
C u   2   2 f1 ÿ  ug
*
*
with  2  exp  2 =2 and  2  2  4 . This shows that equation (22) has essentially the
*
*
*
same structure as the Gaussian variogram (21), except that the Poisson assumption imposes a
functional link between the parameters  * and * .
In practice the ®tted variogram can be obtained by either of two routes: either by plugging
in estimates of  and obtained from the MCMC algorithm into an expression derived from
equation (20), or by treating C u as a parameter functional of interest, in which case we
obtain a sample from the posterior distribution for C u by plugging in realized values of 
and from the MCMC sample. A point estimate of C u, the ®tted variogram C^ u and
associated central credibility intervals can then be extracted from the posterior distribution.
6.

Applications

In all three applications in this section we assume that S is a zero-mean stationary Gaussian
process with variance 2 and isotropic correlation function
 u  expfÿ u g,

23

for some > 0,  > 0 and 0 <  < 2; thus   , ,  . Although   2 is sometimes used in
linear kriging, expression (23) generates a strictly positive de®nite correlation matrix for S
only if 0 <  < 2. At the boundaries   0 and   2, the resulting correlation matrix
becomes positive semide®nite and hence singular. Another critical distinction between  < 2
and   2 is that S is mean square continuous and mean square dierentiable respectively.
This is of importance because in linear kriging the predicted surface S^ has the same degree of
analytic smoothness as the assumed correlation function of S.
In each application the uniform priors that are used for 2 and have 0 as the lower bound
to their range. This has the potential problem that in theory 0 is an absorbing state of the
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Markov chain for each parameter (Besag et al., 1991). This was not found to be a problem in
practice as it did not occur in any of our applications, presumably because the probability of
reaching the absorbing state is eectively 0.
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the explanatory variables di have been mean
corrected over the data sites, i.e. i di  0, and that distance is scaled by the maximum
distance over the region of interest so that 0 4 u 4 1 in equation (23).
6.1. Simulated case-study
In this study the spatial dimension is reduced to 1, i.e. t 2 0, 1. There are 150 equally spaced
observations over the whole interval. For location t the data are generated from the following
model: Yt jS t is Poisson with mean M t, where
logfM tg 

0



1

d t  S t:

24

In equation (24), S t is a zero-mean Gaussian process, and the uncentred known explanatory
variable d t is given by
d t  5t  0:2Zt ,
with Zt , t  1, . . . , 150, being independent and identically distributed standard normal random variables. In addition, conditionally on S the Yt are independent. The true parameter
values are   1, 20, 1:8 and  0 , 1   ÿ1, 1. The generated data Y and underlying
signal S are shown in Fig. 1. The parameter values were chosen to give a high proportion of
0s in the data sample while retaining some clear spatial and systematic structure, as is evident
from Fig. 1. We assume that interest is in both the regression parameter 1 and the realization
of S.
When we applied the MCMC algorithm of Section 4 to these data we experienced very
slow convergence, even with good starting values. It proved necessary to reparameterize the

Fig. 1. (a) Observed data plotted against spatial location for the simulated data; (b) true signal (Ð) and its
estimate (..........), along with the 95% central credibility interval (- - - -), given by generalized linear prediction for
the simulated case-study
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model slightly to obtain reasonable convergence. Speci®cally, when updating
modi®ed equation (24) to
logfM tg  *0 

1

0

and

1

we

d t  S t ÿ s,

where *0  0  s, and s is the average of the current values of the predicted signals at the
data sites. This reparameterization to *0 , 1  makes the parameters in the updating more
orthogonal, which speeds up the algorithm. In step 3 of our algorithm, a Gaussian transition
kernel is used for updating each of the components of . This choice speeds up the mixing of
the chain. The sample mean and variance estimated from an initial run are used as
parameters of the normal distribution from which the new value is drawn.
Fig. 2 shows MCMC samples of ,  from every 100th iteration when using independent
uniform priors for 2 , , ,  over the range 0, 10  0, 50  0:5, 1:95  ÿ2, 0  0, 2.

Fig. 2. Time series plots monitoring the MCMC output every 100th iteration for the simulated case-study
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From Fig. 2 we ignore the ®rst 300 samples, by which time convergence is judged to have
occurred, and use all the subsequent samples to obtain the posterior distributions and various
functionals of the parameters of interest. The marginal posterior for  is quite asymmetric,
with 7% of the MCMC sample within 0:01 of the upper bound on the range of the prior. This
may suggest sensitivity to this prior speci®cation; however, 1:95 <  < 2 give only slightly
smoother S-processes but have the drawback of numerical instability because var S is nearly
singular, which leads to diculty implementing steps 1 and 4 of our algorithm. For all the
other - and -parameters, except , the marginal posteriors are reasonably symmetric, and
all posterior distributions are consistent with the true values. For example, the marginal
posterior density for 1 , shown in Fig. 3, has a mean which is close to 1. Similarly, the
marginal posterior for 0 has mean ÿ1:08 and standard deviation 0:26. For each t, the
marginal posterior distribution of S t is also fairly symmetric, with Fig. 1(b) showing the
posterior mean and the 95% central credibility interval for S t. The posterior mean appears
to estimate the true signal reasonably well. In particular, it captures the size and positions of
the main oscillations accurately, although it is generally smoother than the true signal.
To see how well the generalized linear prediction procedure performs in estimating the
systematic component of the model we now consider estimation by using a standard generalized linear model, with link function as given in equation (24) but assuming incorrectly
that S t  0 for all t. The generalized linear model captures the systematic component of
the generating model but ignores the stochastic mechanism which is responsible for the
spatial dependence. Hence, inference about the regression parameters should give con®dence
intervals which are too narrow as the data are falsely assumed to be independent. This feature
is seen clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the marginal posterior density for 1 , obtained by
applying a slightly modi®ed version of the MCMC algorithm of Section 4 to the generalized
linear model. The true value is well outside any reasonable credibility interval. Similarly, 0
has a marginal posterior density with mean at ÿ1:56 and standard deviation 0:11, which are

Fig. 3. Density plots showing the posterior density for 1 obtained under the generalized linear model (Ð)
and generalized linear prediction (..........) for the simulated case-study
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inconsistent with the true value of ÿ1. The explanation for this is that, within a single
realization, there is partial confounding between the deterministic trend, 0  1 t, and the
smooth stochastic variation about the trend, S t. This emphasizes that the -parameters
must be interpreted conditionally on S t, rather than marginally. The need to distinguish
between conditional and marginal regression parameters, which does not arise in linear
Gaussian models, is well known in the context of generalized linear modelling for longitudinal data (see, for example, Diggle et al. (1994), chapter 7).

6.2. Radionuclide concentrations on Rongelap Island
Fig. 4 shows a map of Rongelap Island with the 157 sampling locations marked. These derive
from an initial survey of measurements on a regular grid at a spacing of 200 m, which was
later supplemented by measurements at a spacing of 40 m within four of the original grid
squares to improve the ability to distinguish between large and small scales of spatial variation in the data. The empirical variogram for these data, under the assumption of isotropy,
is shown in Fig. 5 as the broken curve. The behaviour of C~ u near the origin suggests that
the measurement error, which in our model-based approach represents Poisson sampling
variation, accounts for a substantial proportion of the overall variation in the data.
Diggle et al. (1997) discussed the problems which arise in applying conventional geostatistical methodology to the Rongelap data. They converted the net counts at each sample
location to counts per unit time, and then applied trans-Gaussian kriging with a logtransformation and correlation function  u given by equation (23) with   2. They used
the generalized least squares method of Cressie (1985) to estimate the covariance parameters,
estimating to be 8:9.

Fig. 4. Map of Rongelap Island with the 157 sampling locations marked: the distance scale is in metres relative
to an arbitrary origin; the region indicated by the dotted box is shown in enlarged form in the inset plots in Figs 6
and 7
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u
Fig. 5. Variogram plot on a log-scale (Ð, Poisson model; - - - -, empirical variogram; .........., mean and
95% lower envelope constructed from 600 simulated data sets following the ®tted Poisson model)

Fig. 6 reproduces their predicted surface expf^  S^ x  V x=2g. Here, for data on the logscale, ^ is the sample mean, S^ x is the linear kriging predictor (3) and V x is the prediction
variance (4). The map is derived from predictions made at the 157 sampling locations and a
further 803 sites. This surface was judged by the originator of the data, Dr S. Simon, to be
unsatisfactory because the dierences between the original data and the smoothed predictions at the sample locations were implausibly large in relation to the known sampling
errors of the ®eld recording equipment. One possible explanation for this is that the assumed
parametric model for the correlation structure of S x is incorrect. Another is that the logGaussian kriging method makes inappropriate distributional assumptions about the data.
We now present an analysis based on an alternative model which incorporates more plausible
distributional assumptions and a more ¯exible correlation structure.
Our model is that conditionally on the realization of a stationary Gaussian process S x
the observed counts, Yi , i  1, . . ., n, say, are mutually independent, Poisson-distributed
random variables with means
Mi  ti expf  S xi g,
where ti denotes the duration of observation at location xi , is a parameter and S x is a
zero-mean Gaussian process with correlation function of the form (23). We focus on the
intensity of the radioactivity, and hence de®ne
 x  expf  S xg:
Since this example does not have any explanatory variables, we interpret as a non-zero
mean for the process S and update it in step 1 of the algorithm accordingly, i.e. we take
  , , , . Starting values for  were based on the estimates obtained from the log-
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Fig. 6. Predicted intensity (i.e. counts per unit time) of
kriging: the distance scale is as in Fig. 4

137

Cs over Rongelap Island by using log-Gaussian

Gaussian analysis in Diggle et al. (1997). We took independent uniform priors for , 2 , , 
over the range ÿ3, 7  0, 15  0, 120  0:1, 1:95. We ran the chain until convergence
was judged to have occurred (approximately 1000 iterations), and then sampled the chain on
every 100th of 50 000 iterations to give a sample of 500 values of  together with S x at each
of the 960 locations used in Diggle et al. (1997). Our MCMC samples contain occasional
instances of a very few consecutive ties for the -parameter only, indicating reasonable
acceptance rates for the MH steps. The marginal modes and means obtained for  are 1:7,
0:65, 4:7, 0:7 and 1:7, 0:89, 22:8, 0:7 respectively. These summary statistics illustrate a
substantial skewness in the posterior for .
We ®rst assess the ®t of the model through the variogram. By simulating independent
replicated spatial samples from the ®tted model, each with locations identical with those of
the data, we can examine the variability of the empirical variogram and construct tolerance
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intervals for it. Since C~ u, given by equation (9), is a consistent estimator, the sample mean
for the replicated values of C~ u will be close to C^ u, and tolerance intervals should contain
the ®tted variogram. For diagnostic purposes we need to establish whether the data are
consistent with the ®tted variogram, i.e. whether the observed empirical variogram could
have arisen from the ®tted model. Fig. 5 shows the ®tted variogram, together with the lower
2 12 % tolerance level and the mean value from the simulations. The ®t is adequate as judged
by the 95% tolerance limits, but the width of these limits emphasizes the imprecision of C~ u
as an estimator for C u when the data are relatively sparse, as in this example.
Our estimated values for and  are quite dierent from the estimates obtained by Diggle
et al. (1997). However, and  are positively dependent so the eect of ®xing   2 in Diggle
et al. (1997) should be to increase ; this is consistent with the marginal mode but not the
marginal mean of . The change from  > 1 to  < 1 is most important as the estimates of the
underlying process S x no longer smooth the observed spatial variations in the data so
heavily. For comparison with Fig. 6, in Fig. 7 we map  x using the sample mean of the  xvalues produced by the MCMC algorithm at each location. Although the basic structure is
the same as in Fig. 6, the key dierence is the substantially greater spatial variation over the
island. The pattern and levels of the estimated surface  x now follow those of the observed
data more closely. This re¯ects the knowledge of the investigator that the intensity at each
location is very accurately measured, implying that the map should be in close agreement
with the measured data at the sample locations.
The construction of Fig. 7 diers from that of Fig. 6 in three key ways: it is based on
dierent distributional assumptions, it assumes a dierent correlation structure and it takes
account of parameter uncertainty. We now examine the eect of the last of these dierences.
As discussed in Section 2, conventional geostatistical methods as applied by Diggle et al.
(1997) ignore parameter uncertainty. Our procedure incorporates this uncertainty, and this
aects both the estimated surface itself and, more noticeably, the prediction variances. As
developed in Section 4, the algorithm naturally incorporates parameter uncertainty in the
generalized linear prediction estimate. However, by simply repeating only step 4 once
convergence is deemed to have occurred (with the parameters ®xed at the marginal modes),
we can investigate the eect of ignoring parameter uncertainty.
For the Rongelap data it is dicult to distinguish visually the maps of the posterior mean
of  x produced with ®xed and with varying parameters. However, potentially important
dierences do exist. At the data sites there is essentially no loss in taking the parameters as
known since the data themselves are highly informative. However, for the prediction sites, at
which data are not observed, estimates obtained with varying parameters are on average
approximately 5% larger, rarely being smaller, and have prediction standard deviations
which are 80% larger on average. Hence, ignoring parameter estimation does not change the
predicted surface appreciably, i.e. the mean of  xjY, but does change the variance of this
conditional distribution substantially.
We complete the study of the Rongelap data by examining scienti®c questions about the
radioactivity which illustrate the ¯exibility of our procedures. In each case the quantity of
interest is a functional of  x and the distinction between parameters being ®xed or varying
will generally be important. We use varying parameters throughout, but in one case we also
illustrate the eects of parameter uncertainty.
One critical issue concerns the value and location of the maximum level of radioactivity on
the island. Thus, we are interested in maxx f xg and in the spatial location of maxx f xg,
xmax say, in both cases conditionally on the data Y. The power of the MCMC approach is
evident here, as the distribution of xmax can be estimated by the proportion of realizations of
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Fig. 7. Predicted intensity (i.e. counts per unit time) of
prediction: the distance scale is as in Fig. 4

137

Cs over Rongelap Island by using generalized linear

the MCMC sample which give xmax at a particular site. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, which
shows the histogram of the frequency of the maximum, over the 500 realizations. Four
distinct regions of the island, which are of speci®c concern, can be identi®ed from Fig. 8.
More critical is maxx f xg, for which the empirical distribution of the maximum from each
realization of the MCMC spatial sample gives the posterior distribution estimate. This
estimate is shown in Fig. 9, with and without taking account of uncertainty in the parameters
 and . Fig. 9 shows that ignoring parameter estimation has a major eect on the nominal
precision of the estimation. The crude approach to ®nding the maximum, based on standard
kriging methods, would be to take maxx f^ xg. The corresponding values, derived from Figs
6 and 7, are 11 and 15 respectively; these values are in the lower tail of the posterior
distribution of the maximum shown in Fig. 9(a).
In a general assessment of the habitability of the island, the proportion of the island for
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Fig. 8. Map of Rongelap Island showing the locations of the maximum intensity of
frequencies of occurrence as a grey scale: the distance scale is as in Fig. 4
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Cs with their respective

which the intensity of radioactivity exceeds a critical level, c say, is important. Fig. 9(b) shows
the posterior distribution of this proportion in the form of a survivor function p c. Again,
evaluation is simple using the MCMC method. The proportion of the predicted surface above
c is obtained for every realization, and it is then straightforward to calculate the mean and the
95% central credibility interval.
Finally, suppose that the inhabitants agree to return to the island provided that they are
reasonably con®dent that the intensity is below a critical level c in the regions of the island
where they live. Then we require a central credibility set, at the 95% level say, for those
regions of the island where the intensity is above the critical level, i.e. the set of x such that
Prf x > cjYg > 0:05:
Lindgren and Rychlik (1994) considered a similar problem of obtaining con®dence regions
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Fig. 9. (a) Kernel density estimate of the maximum intensity of 137 Cs (Ð, with varying parameters; ..........,
with ®xed values of the parameters); (b) proportion of the island above a given level of intensity with the
corresponding pointwise 95% central credibility limits

Fig. 10. Contour plot at the value 0.05 of the probability of 137 Cs intensity exceeding 15 counts per unit time over
Rongelap Island: the distance scale is as in Fig. 4
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for contour levels for model (2) with parameters ®xed. However, despite the additional
complexities in our model, the approach here is much more straightforward owing to the use
of MCMC sampling. For each location on the predicted map, the proportion of realizations
with intensity exceeding c  15 is evaluated, and those sites at the 5% level are contoured to
give Fig. 10. Not surprisingly, Fig. 10 and Fig. 8 are qualitatively similar, but Fig. 10 is more
directly relevant to the problem of identifying regions of the island which have high intensity
levels.
6.3. Campylobacter infections in north Lancashire and south Cumbria
The data for our third application consist of unit postcode locations and dates of onset of all
recorded cases of campylobacter, salmonella and cryptosporidia between April 29th, 1991,
and December 31st, 1994, in postcode sectors LA8, LA9, LA10, LA21, LA22 and LA23.
Extrabinomial variation in these data could arise from two distinct sources: possible spatial
variation in the relative risk of campylobacter infections and non-spatial variation because
two or more people living at the same address may contract the disease from a common
source of infection. This analysis focuses on the spatial variation in outbreaks, with the nonspatial variation accounted for by declustering the data before the spatial analysis. Exact
declustering is not possible as individual addresses are not recorded for con®dentiality.
Approximate declustering therefore consisted of replacing any group of cases with the same
unit postcode and dates of onset within 5 days of each other by a single case; the 5-day
threshold was chosen on clinical rather than statistical grounds, based on the approximate
latent period of the disease. The declustered data then contained 234 cases of campylobacter
among 399 cases of enteric infections at 248 dierent unit postcode locations in the prescribed
region as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Map of postcode sectors LA8, LA9, LA10, LA21, LA22 and LA23 showing locations of 248 unit
postcodes at which cases of enteric infection were recorded: the grid values correspond to the national grid
references, with each unit corresponding to 10 m
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We model the declustered data as a set of conditionally independent Bernoulli trials with
spatially varying `success' probability


P x
log
1 ÿ P x




 S x

25

where S x is a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process with correlation function given by
equation (23). Equivalently, if Yi , i  1, . . ., n, are the numbers of campylobacter cases at
the n  248 locations and there are mi cases of enteric infection at location i, then Yi is a
binomially distributed random variable with parameters mi and pi  P xi , where P xi  is
speci®ed by equation (25).
Before attempting a spatial analysis, we need to con®rm that the declustered data still
exhibit signi®cant extrabinomial variation. The residual deviance from a binomial model

Fig. 12. Map of the estimated spatial variation in the log-odds that a case of enteric infection is due to
campylobacter, relative to the average log-odds for the study region as a whole: the distance scale is as in Fig. 11
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with constant S x is 361.4 on 247 degrees of freedom, which is overwhelmingly signi®cant
(p  3  10ÿ6 ).
In implementing the MCMC algorithm for this problem, we experienced convergence
problems when all parameters were allowed to vary, apparently because of a near nonidenti®ability involving  and . We therefore ®xed   1 in equation (23) and allowed , 
and to vary. As in Section 6.2, we took to be the expectation of S x and updated it as an
element of   , , . Here we used independent uniform priors for , 2 ,  over the
range ÿ1:5, 3:5  0, 7  0, 50. From the simulated chain we obtained 500 samples of ,
with each sample taken every 20th iteration after the time at which we judged that the chain
had converged. The resulting marginal modes and means of the posterior were   0:62,
1:0, 6:5 and 0:68, 1:2, 12:6 respectively. We then used the data to obtain predictions S^ x
computed as sample means on a ®ne grid of 509 sites covering the whole region of interest.
The resulting predictions are shown in Fig. 12. The observed variation in S^ x of ÿ0:46,
1:42 corresponds to substantial spatial variation in the proportion of campylobacter cases,
from 0.39 to 0.81. The map of S^ x is to be interpreted as an estimate of the spatial variation
in the log-odds that a case of enteric infection is due to campylobacter, measured relative to
the overall average log-odds. The areas of highest estimated log-odds are all rural in character, which is consistent with the suggestion that farms may provide an environmental
reservoir of campylobacter organisms (Jones and Telford, 1991), although it must be
acknowledged that the data analysed here are somewhat sparse.
In this example, we chose to account for non-spatial extrabinomial variation by a
declustering method which, although somewhat ad hoc from a statistical point of view, was
related to the particular biomedical context in which the data arose. An alternative approach
would have been to add a non-spatial component to the model for S x. This would modify
equation (25) to


P x
  S x  Z
26
log
1 ÿ P x
where Z  N 0,  2  is independent of S x and is realized independently at each unit postcode
location. The Z-term in equation (26) is the nugget eect in classical geostatistics. In disease
mapping, its inclusion corresponds to using a `convolution Gaussian prior' (MollieÂ, 1996).
7.

Discussion

As noted earlier, the methodology described in this paper has close connections with
generalized linear mixed modelling (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) and Bayesian image
restoration (Besag et al., 1991). We have chosen to model spatial variation by using
stationary Gaussian processes with a continuous index set. This follows the standard practice
of classical geostatistics and allows us to make predictions at arbitrary locations within the
study region without rede®ning our underlying model. When the spatial index set can be
represented by a ®nite number of locations, Markov random ®eld models would be
computationally more convenient as they are de®ned through an explicit representation of
the local dependence structure among the discrete set of locations considered. Arguably, this
can always be done in practice by discretizing a continuous spatial region, although in general
there would then be no easy way to translate a parametric model de®ned at one level of
spatial resolution into an equivalent model at a ®ner resolution.
Neither the Gaussian assumption for the process S nor the generalized linear assumption
for the distribution of Y conditional on S is essential for an MCMC implementation, but this
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framework appears to be suciently general to accommodate a wide range of practical
applications without being entirely nebulous. We favour abandoning either or both of these
assumptions in applications only when there is a physical motivation for other speci®c
assumptions to replace them. An important class of models which assumption (b) of Section
3 excludes is when the distribution of Yi jS xi  depends on parameters  as well as the mean
M xi , a special case being model (2) with   . However, inference for such an extended
formulation of the model is easily incorporated within the MCMC structure of Section 4 by
treating  as a component of the -parameter; see Papritz and Moyeed (1997).
Similarly, although we have given prominence to the prediction of S x to provide a direct
extension of conventional geostatistics, the ability to make predictions for arbitrary functionals of S is an important advantage of the MCMC approach.
The use of MCMC methods is critical to the application of these methods. Our experience has been that the most important stage in implementing these is in the choice of
parameterization of the model and the updating steps. In the development of our algorithm,
we often found apparent convergence of the routine to a false equilibrium. From our
experience we would strongly advise the users of MCMC methods to calibrate and test
routines carefully before applying them. Throughout we have assessed convergence of the
MCMC algorithm from visual and time series analysis of the sample output and by
examining the sensitivity to a range of starting values and convergence periods. More formal
methods are increasingly being adopted (see Cowles and Carlin (1996)), although these act as
additional diagnostics, rather than as alternatives, to those used here.
A major bene®t of the generalized linear prediction model proposed in this paper is the
distributional extension of the standard trans-Gaussian kriging model. One consequence of
this is that a functional link is imposed between the parameters for the spatial variation and
measurement error, whereas for existing models, such as equation (2), these are unrelated
parameters. If the assumed model is correct this can signi®cantly improve inference and
prediction, as appears to be the case for the Rongelap analysis. Otherwise, it can be
problematic, as is seen by the following heuristic argument. Suppose that the underlying
Gaussian process is S x  S1 x  S2 x, where S1 and S2 are independent zero-mean
Gaussian processes exhibiting short and longer range spatial dependence respectively. In
other words, the covariance structure of the assumed model is incorrect. Estimation under
the standard trans-kriging model will typically absorb the spatial variation of S1 into the
measurement error parameter  2 and so to a ®rst approximation does not bias the estimation
of the spatial variation of S at longer distances, nor the kriging predictor. Under our
generalized linear prediction formulation, variation of S1 in¯uences the estimation of the
measurement error distribution, and so could either bias the mean eect model or the spatial
variation through a trade-o between the linked parameters. As with all model-based
approaches to inference, generalized linear prediction is a two-edged sword, requiring its
users to address the assumptions made more critically than in the case of nonparametric
smoothing methods. In our applications, the data show no evidence for additional shortrange dependence, although this may be due to the limited information that is available in the
data to identify such characteristics.
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Discussion on the paper by Diggle et al.
R. Webster (Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden)
The origins of geostatistics can be identi®ed in Kolmogorov's pioneering search for a method of optimal
interpolation in the 1930s. His solution (Kolmogorov, 1941) we can recognize as ordinary kriging,
though it was impracticable at the time for want of computers. The advent of the last and the economic
advantages to be gained in mining and petroleum engineering propelled geostatistics forwards in the
1960s. As the authors state, the development of the subject is due largely to G. Matheron and his
associates at the Paris School of Mines and in particular his seminal thesis (Matheron, 1965), though let
us not forget the contribution of D. G. Krige himself, e.g. Krige (1966). Now geostatistics comprises a
large body of theory, technique and case history in ever widening ®elds, including substantial application in my own of soil science. It is by no means restricted to linear methods; it includes important
non-linear relationships as in grade±cut-o curves for evaluating pro®tability in mining (see Rivoirard
(1994)) and the costs of environmental pollution and remediation (Goovaerts et al., 1997).
I was especially interested in the authors' application of their technique to the infection by campylobacter. On the face of it this seems to be a very dierent kind of problem from those tackled by
geostatisticians, even a non-problem. After all, you have complete information: you know the number
of people living in each postal zone, and you know how many cases there were of the disease in any
given spell and hence the rate of infection. It is not immediately obvious what more you could extract
from the data. What makes the data interesting is that they can be used to estimate the risk of infection,
and this is the line that the authors pursue.
We faced a similar situation a few years ago with another disease, namely cancer among children in
the West Midlands of England. In some ways this is a little more straightforward because as far as we
know cancer is not passed from person to person, and so the only source of variation in addition to the
binomial distribution is spatial, presumably from as yet unidenti®ed environmental factors. We could
therefore model the risk of a child's developing cancer as a binomial spatially correlated random
variable. We formulated the variogram for the risk in such a way that we could estimate it from the
registry of cases held by the West Midlands Regional Health Authority, and we ®tted a model to the
estimates. Then, armed with the model and the data, we kriged the risk by binomial co-kriging.
Somewhat to our surprise patches of greatest risk appeared in the countryside and suburbs rather than
in the inner cities. You can ®nd the relevant theory and results in Oliver et al. (1993) and Webster et al.
(1994).
One feature of working with data of this kind is that there is a large error due to their binomial
nature. In our study we had 840 electoral wards as the zones in which 605 cases of childhood cancer had
been diagnosed in a period of 5 years. Even with this number of data the variogram was sensitive to
small additions and removals of data, as when cases were reviewed and diagnoses changed by the
oncologists. I am therefore concerned about the authors' analysis of the campylobacter data with only
234 cases among 248 postal zones. Can the authors tell us what the errors are and how these propagate
into the estimates of the risk? I should like to see the variogram of the risk with error bounds on it.
I was puzzled by the variogram of the radioactivity. The authors present the experimental variogram.
It is on a logarithmic scale, and so the ¯uctuation is enormous at lags beyond about 500 m. They then
choose a Poisson model to describe the variation with a variogram that is several orders of magnitude
larger over its whole length. The shape is dierent; it increases more markedly than the experimental
variogram, and that is why the estimates vary more.
This brings me to the general matter of prediction errors. Geostatisticians have recognized for years
that the kriging variances depend on the variogram. If the variogram is seriously in error, either because
it is poorly estimated or because a poor model has been ®tted to it, then the kriging variances will be
poor estimates of the true prediction variances, i.e. mean-square dierences between the true values and
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the estimates, often denoted MSE for mean-square error. Further, for any one region practitioners
usually use just one variogram, and so the kriging variances depend on the sampling con®guration
wherever it happens to be, and so they are rather general. In consequence, those trying to improve the
technology now try to have independent sets of data for trial regions against which they can validate a
new method. The variable of interest is kriged at the points in the independent set and the MSE is
computed. This may be compared with the mean kriging variance. If the method is sound and the
variogram has been satisfactorily estimated and modelled then the MSE and the mean kriging variance
should be equal. More importantly, if the new method is to be an improvement then its MSE should be
smaller than those of existing methods. The authors recognize this, but their standard kriging of
radioactivity was done with the variogram of equation (23) and   2. Practitioners in the earth sciences
know this as the Gaussian function. They also know to shun it because the kriging systems containing it
are so unstable. This is most lucidly illustrated by Wackernagel (1995). The authors allow us only to
compare maps of estimates visually and to accept the qualitative view of Dr Simon. So, can the authors
tell us the errors in their two case-studies? What were the MSEs? Have they tried conventional kriging
with a more stable well ®tting variogram, and if so with what result? As a practitioner I should like to
know that the MSEs using Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling are less than the best of current
techniques if I am to add it to my repertoire.
I have provided a little extra background and raised enough doubts to debate for one evening. More
positively, we in the earth sciences have a good grasp of linear geostatistics for straightforward
estimation of ore grades, nutrient concentrations in soil and pollutants in the environment. When we
want to use estimates for decision and combine them with other information we know that in many
instances we must grapple with non-linearities for which our tools are inadequate or even lacking. So I
am much encouraged to ®nd professional statisticians such as Professor Diggle and his colleagues
taking such a strong interest in these matters. They have shown us a promising new approach. I should
like to think that they will join with earth scientists, get their hands dirty, both literally and ®guratively,
and solve a few more of our problems. We can provide them with plenty.
In conclusion, this has been an interesting and stimulating paper. On behalf of all present I thank you
for it.
Andrew B. Lawson (University of Abertay, Dundee)
It is with great pleasure that I second the vote of thanks for this interesting contribution to the ®eld of
geostatistics. For a considerable time there has been little attempt to develop or generalize the methods
that are implicit in the kriging literature, to situations where observational error is non-Gaussian. This
is therefore a particularly welcome development.
As seconder of the vote of thanks, it is traditional to voice some (small) concerns about the work, and
my comments are more of a comparative nature, emphasizing how the proposed methods could be
matched by alternative (more Bayesian) approaches. The method proposed generalizes the Gaussian
measurement error model in geostatistics, while keeping a spatial Gaussian process as the underlying
model for the spatial correlation structure. The resulting generalized linear geostatistical model is
sampled using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. The Bayesian connections are particularly evident.
De®ne the likelihood of data y given a random ®eld S and parameters  as L yjS; . Assume that both
S and  have prior distributions g1 S  MVN , K  and g2 , for the moment unde®ned. The full
posterior distribution is proportional to L yjS;  g1 S g2 . The parameter vector  can be speci®ed
to consist of spatial trend or other covariables, K is a positive de®nite covariance matrix which can be
parameterized by using a speci®ed covariance model. Warnes (1987) demonstrated that, if the likelihood
was normal and g2  uniform, then undertaking maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation for in
  F , where F is a design matrix, conditional on K, leads to universal kriging estimators. However,
sampling of the full posterior distribution (including prior variation in the covariance parameters in K )
will not lead to equivalent geostatistical estimators for the generalized linear models of the authors,
unless MAP estimates are used as summaries. Posterior sampling of the above model has been examined
by Lawson (1996, 1997), who also compared approximate MAP estimation with full posterior sampling
summaries for a variety of likelihood models. The earliest use of approximate MAP estimates for a
Poisson likelihood with speci®ed covariance structure in a disease mapping application (putative health
hazard) is found in Lawson (1994).
A second issue is the assessment of which type of spatial prior model should be used. Already a range
of models has been proposed for this task from intrinsic autoregressions to types of conditional
autoregressive priors (particularly, for example, in disease mapping; see for example Lawson and
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Cressie (1998) and Lawson (1998). Can the authors specify when it would be appropriate to use
parameterized covariance models of the geostatistical type as opposed to the other models, or indeed in
the campylobacter example, as opposed to more parsimonious models for smoothing surfaces (e.g.
kernel smoothing)?
The campylobacter example also raises some questions. The data are the addresses of cases of an
infectious disease, which are likely to be best modelled as a space±time infection process and the use of a
smoother for the `declustered' spatial marginal of these data appears to be for convenience rather than a
panacea: surely the original data should be described and not a `declustering' of the data. Indeed what
does a static image of an infectious process tell us about the progress of the infection process?
Finally I have some questions about the sampling methods used by the authors and sensitivity
analysis.
(a) In the paper the surface S is sampled during iterations but is estimated in the ®nal converged
sample. Should this not have been averaged from posterior samples or conditionally sampled?
(b) The use of uniform priors for all parameters must have an eect on the sampled output. Do the
authors have any comments about the sensitivity to changes of priors for parameters, and also do
they have any idea what edge eects arise in these procedures and what, if any, eect do dierent
priors have on these edge eects?
The vote of thanks was passed by acclamation.
Chris Glasbey, Graham Horgan and David Elston (Biomathematics and Statistics Scotland, Edinburgh)
The authors are to be congratulated on an elegant paper, which neatly combines kriging as weighted
regression (Stein and Corsten, 1991) with recent approaches to generalized linear mixed models, again
illustrates the power of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, and is a further step towards a general
spatiotemporal modelling framework. We see this paper as providing a very general methodology for
modelling correlated data. However, we found the two examples somewhat disappointing: the absence
of covariates makes the analyses seem simplistic, and the lack of display of the raw data hinders a
critical assessment of the results.
Do the Rongelap data exhibit extra-Poisson variability? We ask, because the empirical variogram in
Fig. 5 looks almost ¯at, which would imply that there is no spatial correlation in S and interpolation is
unnecessary. Also in Fig. 5, we were surprised by the lack of agreement between the ®tted and empirical
variograms. It does not seem sucient for the empirical variogram to be within the sampling envelope;
should the ®tted curve not be much closer when the same data have been used to estimate both
variograms? The authors show the importance of including parameter uncertainty in inference about
radiation maxima, but inference still rests on assumptions of stationarity and isotropy for S and a
parametric model for . Perhaps the paper could have gone further and included model uncertainty
(Draper, 1995), though may be there is a limit to what can be done before credibility limits become
arbitrarily large!
For the campylobacter data, it would have been interesting to see the results if temporal aspects had
not been marginalized out of the analysis, and if rural postcodes had been modelled as area integrals
rather than as point samples. We are pursuing both extensions in our work with digital images and
spatiotemporal data. There are many opportunities for developing statistical methods for interpolating,
smoothing and/or deconvolving images, by building on the ideas in this paper. Image data are usually
area integrals and S often needs to be modelled by something akin to a piecewise constant, rather than a
Gaussian, process. Also, we have used generalized additive models to ®t spatiotemporal travelling waves
to red grouse counts (Moss et al., 1997). This methodology presents us with an opportunity to model the
residual spatiotemporal correlation.
Gudmund Hùst (Norwegian Computing Center, Oslo)
The authors are to be congratulated on a most stimulating paper on combining geostatistics with the
¯exibility of generalized linear models, as well as on the ecient implementation of their method
through Bayesian computation.
A crucial question for the statistician when analysing spatial data is whether to model the full
probability distribution or only to model statistical moments of low order. Kriging prediction is based
on speci®ed parametric forms for the mean and covariance (or variogram) functions only. In
comparison, the authors go further and specify a wide class of parametric models for the underlying
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Fig. 13. Simulated data (.) and underlying trend function (..........) for a model with exponential covariance
function with range 0.054,   0:1 and f s  10s 3 ÿ 15s 4  6s 5

probability distribution of the data. This is necessary if the aim is to analyse extremes or excursion sets
of the process.
Alternatively, the kriging approach of modelling the mean and covariance parametrically may be
extended to a wide class by modelling these moments nonparametrically. This approach may be preferred in data-rich applications when the purpose is spatial prediction and assessment of prediction
errors. In Hùst (1996) a ¯exible framework for the prediction of a spatial process with unknown trend
and correlated residuals is presented. For an example in one dimension, consider a continuous random
process y s, where s is a location on the real line. Let y s have the decomposition
y s  f s  v s,
where f s is a smooth trend function and v s is a zero-mean, second-order stationary residual process.
In applications where the trend is unknown, it may be unrealistic to specify it parametrically. In
particular, the kriging predictor will be biased under the model given above. Consequently, I suggest a
local parametric approximation to the trend function f within a window of radius h and I derive an
optimal predictor for this local model. The global properties of the predictor will be governed by h and a
kernel function, and a framework is obtained in which both local polynomial regression estimation
(Hastie and Loader, 1993; Fan and Gijbels, 1996) and kriging prediction can be described. In particular,
I give an expression for the prediction error which also includes a bias term.
Fig. 13 shows simulated data from a process of the type described above, and Fig. 14 shows the
estimated 95% prediction intervals for a local linear predictor and a linear trend kriging predictor. The
bandwidth h in the predictor proposed was chosen by cross-validation. Fig. 14 indicates that kriging has

Fig. 14. Prediction intervals from local polynomial kriging (Ð) and universal kriging for the data of Fig. 13
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smaller prediction errors than does the local polynomial predictor. However, cross-validation shows
that the method proposed has both smaller prediction errors and more realistic estimates of these errors
than does kriging. This is due to bias eects and to confounding of trend and residual structure in the
kriging approach.
Future extensions of this approach may include nonparametric modelling of the spatial covariance
function, possibly along the lines of Sampson and Guttorp (1992).
M. A. Mugglestone (IACR±Rothamsted, Harpenden) and M. G. Kenward (University of Kent, Canterbury)
We would like to pick up on the authors' observations that their regression parameters have conditional
rather than marginal interpretations, and that the distinction between these two types of parameters is
recognized for generalized linear modelling with longitudinal data. We are concerned with applications
in which marginal interpretations of regression parameters are to be preferred, but where we do not
wish to rule out conditional spatial prediction. The speci®c problem that we address is that of logistic
modelling of spatially referenced, binary (presence±absence) data.
The regression problem may be tackled using generalized estimating equations (see, for example,
Diggle et al. (1994)). In this framework, we can allow for spatial association through ratios of odds of
presence (of a plant or animal species, or a disease) at dierent locations. There are several ways in
which the behaviour of these odds ratios can be modelled as functions of spatial distance, by analogy
with the variogram. This approach directly parallels the use of serial odds ratios in generalized
estimating equations for longitudinal data (see, for example, Fitzmaurice and Lipsitz (1995)).
If, in addition to the estimated marginal regression model, conditional spatial predictions given
neighbouring responses are required, then these can be calculated by combining marginal probabilities
of presence from the logistic regression with a model connecting odds ratios of presence at dierent
locations using iterative proportional ®tting (Bishop et al., 1975).
Clearly, our approach is not a general solution to the problem of marginal regression and spatial
prediction with non-Gaussian data, and in this respect it is much more limited than the authors'
conditional, Gaussian latent variable framework. However, we would argue that, for binary data, a
measure of association based on odds ratios is more natural and easier to interpret than is the
variogram.
Finally, we join the other discussants in congratulating the authors on a most interesting and
stimulating paper.
John T. Kent (University of Leeds)
The basic idea of the paper, combining a generalized linear model for the observations with a spatial
Gaussian process for the signal, is very elegant and powerful. My comments are directed at the
simulated case-study, Section 6.1, which involves n  150 equally spaced observations in d  1
dimension with covariance function  u  exp ÿj uj , 0 <  4 2.
Contrary to the claim in the paper, the covariance matrix  of the data is not singular for   2,
merely very ill conditioned. To understand this result, it is easiest to switch to the spectral domain,
 u 

exp iu! f ! d!,

with
  2,
f !  C ÿ1 exp ÿ!2 =4 2 
as j!j ! 1  < 2,
f !  c  j!jÿ1ÿ
exponential and power decay respectively, for large j!j (e.g. Kent and Mardia (1994)).
The faster decay rate at   2 leads to a dramatic worsening of the condition number (the ratio of the
largest to smallest eigenvalues of ) at   2 compared with  near 2, e.g.
  1:95,
  2,

CN  30 000,
CN  1060

(the latter ®gure is very approximate). The continuity properties of the process X t also change abruptly with : continuous, not dierentiable for  < 2; in®nitely dierentiable for   2. A broader
range of continuity behaviour can be obtained with a class of covariance functions depending on Bessel
functions,  u  juj=2 K=2 juj,  > 0 (e.g. Kent (1989)).
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The parameter , 0 <  4 2, determines the fractal dimension of the path of X t by D  2 ÿ 12 ,
through the behaviour of the covariance function near the origin,  u  1 ÿ O juj  as u ! 0. The
estimation of  requires an intricate statistical analysis, especially for  near to 2 (Kent and Wood,
1997). The eect of  is most noticeable at short lags of the process (equivalent to large frequency).
Degrading the data by adding white noise to the process is equivalent to adding a constant term to the
spectral density and can make the estimation of  dramatically more dicult. Thus I would expect
substantial problems in the estimation of  and some confounding with the estimation of . The
examples of the paper seem to bear out these reservations.
A. Stein (International Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences, Enschede, and Wageningen
Agricultural University)
Let me ®rst congratulate the authors on their very interesting paper. The link between spatial predictions and the generalized linear model, as well as use of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods,
appears to be a great step forwards, despite some computational diculties. In the two examples
individual distributions of the data overcome the need to make an ergodicity assumption. There are,
however, still some elements that intrigue me.
(a) First, the authors focus on spatial prediction, which, admittedly, is part of geostatistics. However,
spatial sampling and the support size have not yet been addressed, and these appear to have a
major implication on the grey tone maps (De Gruijter and ter Braak, 1990; Van Groenigen et al.,
1997). The most prominent boundary in Fig. 12, for example, i.e. the boundary in the north±
south direction at an x-co-ordinate of 35300 with the log-odds ranging from ÿ0:5 to 1.5 within a
4-km range, is seemingly caused by clustering of the data points and may be totally arti®cial.
Also, the northern part of the region has not been sampled at all but still shows changes in grey
tones. In contrast, the sparsely sampled part in the east shows no boundaries Ð but does seeing
no boundaries mean that there are no boundaries?
(b) Model-based geostatistics appears to be extendable to multivariate predictions (Stein and
Corsten, 1991). For p realizations of which the kth obeys the distribution f k y k js equation (12)
changes to
f y 

p Q
nk
Q
k1 j1

fj

k

k

yj jsj  gn1 ...np s ds.

The problem then is to ®nd a proper estimate for gn1 ...np s, i.e. the multivariate probability
density function for p properties. Moreover, strati®cation (or segmentation) of an area into homogeneous subareas makes the distributions for each individual location depend on the stratum
where that observation occurs (e.g. Stein et al. (1991)). Do the authors agree with these points?
(c) Many environmental data, such as for heavy metals and in precision farming, show severe nonstationarity, like trends or hot spots. This can be treated with increments. Could the authors
comment on how increments would ®t into model-based geostatistics?
(d) Finally I wondered why the authors did not present the kriging variance for any of the examples.
Peter Cliord (University of Oxford )
I have a small concern about what is actually being measured when we look at the campylobacter data.
The parameter p of the binomial distribution corresponds to the proportion of campylobacter out of
three types. This proportion will be aected by all three components. Which eect are we observing?
Secondly, I would like to see some sort of cross-validation to assess the model ®t. At the expense of
computer time it is possible to carry out statistical analyses, missing one observation out at a time, and
then to see what would be predicted for the missing value. Perhaps this is something that would be
useful to do.
Finally, I am concerned about the way in which computer-intensive statistical analyses are presented.
I would like to argue that
MCMC=mediñval mathematics
In the early days, when a mathematician discovered a new result it would be distributed by correspondence as a statement of the theorem without proof. The techniques of proof were highly guarded
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secrets. It was the job of lesser mortals to work out why the result was true. Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) results are a little like this. Very distinguished researchers arrange that a complicated
computer program is written (probably funded by a 3-year research grant); they run the program, and a
histogram is produced. Our job is to see whether we believe what they have done. This is not easy.
Before computer-intensive methods came along, statistical calculations essentially consisted of
substituting in a formula, although there might be some dispute over which formula to use. Everybody
could compute and recompute the formula to check the answer, and the formula could be recycled to
look at other sets of data. Now, when the formula has been replaced by a computer program, we are
stuck. Are we to believe that all the bugs have been removed from the computer program? Maybe there
was a slip in typing in the data. Did last Thursday's computer run become mixed with Tuesday's? It is
impossible to say. We must just believe that the distinguished authors have got it right, perhaps uneasily
noting
In the development of our algorithm, we often found apparent convergence of the routine to a false
equilibrium. From our experience we would strongly advise the users of MCMC methods to calibrate
and test routines carefully before applying them.
I agree. The reality is that dierent programs and dierent programmers can produce dierent answers.
We must face up to the fact that a proof is needed. This means that people must be willing to put their
programs on the Internet, so that others can see the secrets and try the methods for themselves on their
own data sets.
Anthony W. Ledford and Pauk K. Marriott (University of Surrey, Guildford )
The paper's authors are to be congratulated for developing a widely applicable methodology that does
not rely primarily on Gaussian assumptions. At a secondary level, however, Gaussianity of the process
S x is assumed. In practice, non-Gaussian spatial processes are often encountered, e.g. in turbulent
¯uid ¯ow (She, 1991). Our ®ndings suggest that assuming S x to be a Gaussian process may lead to
diculties when extreme values issues are important. We illustrate this in the context of the Rongelap
example.
Following Section 6.2, suppose that Yi is Poisson distributed with mean  xi   expf  S xi g where
S x is a heavy-tailed stationary process with symmetric marginal distributions. Biased values of  xi 
may be obtained if S x is modelled as Gaussian, as overprediction and underprediction will occur at
regions of low and high radioactivity respectively. Similarly, biases may result if S x is modelled as
Gaussian when in fact it is light tailed. If interest is in the typical levels of radioactivity, then these biases
may have a small eect overall. However, as extreme levels are of interest here, the eect may be large
because small relative biases in  xi  can lead to large relative biases in the probabilities associated with
extreme observations. We now examine this in greater detail.
Let Y be a Poisson random variable with mean  1  , F  y  Pr Y > y and
U y; ,   100fF  y ÿ F 0 yg=F 0 y.
Illustrative values of U y; ,  are shown in Table 1. These suggest that small relative errors in  yield
larger relative errors in the extreme probabilities, and that a given (®xed) relative error in  has an increasing eect as more extreme levels are considered. Since extreme values are important here, the
assumption that S x is Gaussian needs careful veri®cation. More generally, a misspeci®cation of the
link function or omission of covariates may lead to similar diculties.

Table 1. Illustrative values of U y ; , 


5
7

100

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

Results for the following values of y:
10

12

15

19

24

30

6.8
14
5.1
10

8.8
18
7.0
14

12
25
10
21

16
35
14
30

22
49
20
44

29
66
27
62
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Our questions are these: can the authors provide diagnostics for checking the various components of
the model and speci®cally whether Gaussianity of S x is appropriate, can they oer guidance on how to
proceed in cases where Gaussianity is inappropriate and do they envisage any other diculties when
their methods are used to obtain inferences concerning extreme values?
Murray Aitkin (University of Newcastle)
I have one comment on this interesting paper. The need for covariance structure modelling should be
demonstrated by an areal map of residuals from the model without a structured covariance, apart from
the simple random eect term. Such a map might also establish the type of dependence to be modelled.
A. C. Atkinson (London School of Economics and Political Science)
I have one point speci®c to this paper and one general point. The speci®c point is that, like some other
contributors to the discussion, I am concerned that what is essentially a smoothing method was used in
the estimation of maximum intensity. What can the authors say about the resulting biases?
The general point concerns colour contour plots. The proposer of the vote of thanks used a standard
set of colours from seismology. This was not the same as the authors' set. Nor is it the same as those
that have appeared in the statistical literature.
Colour plots are still absent from the Society's journals. Some are, however, to be found in the
Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. For example, the colours used by O'Connell and
Wol®nger (1997) to some extent follow those of atlases and so relate to something familiar. Going up
takes us from blue to green to yellow to orange. But going `below sea-level' the blue changes to purple
then changes to scarlet, disconcertingly close to orange. Venables and Ripley (1994), p. 111, plot from
blue to green to cream, whereas Becker and Cleveland (1996) plot ozone concentration from cerise
through azure to blue.
Any one of these, and several other, schemes is comprehensible on its own. The problem arises when
plots in dierent schemes must be compared. May I, through the authors, ask that the Society pay some
attention to this obstacle to the clear communication of an understanding of data and their analyses?
Michael Boskov (City University, London)
I found the way in which this paper brought together the ideas of kriging and Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods very interesting. I have been using MCMC methods for spatial modelling for a
long time, although all my work has been based on the approach of Besag et al. (1991), in which hazard
rates for areas are modelled as a Markov random ®eld.
I have been applying this type of spatial modelling to the problem of premium rating by geographical
area as described in Boskov and Verrall (1994). In this application as in the application here to the
Rongelap Island data, a potential problem for both kriging and the simple Markov random ®eld
methods is the tendency to ¯atten peaks and troughs in the data. In the case of the Markov random ®eld
approach it may be possible to reduce this eect by using higher order ®elds as shown, for dierent
applications, in Besag and Tjelmeland (1996).
With kriging it seems more dicult to develop models that are analogous to higher order Markov
random ®elds. However, although kriging is sometimes contrasted with smoothing spline models, it has
been shown in Cressie (1991) that a simple thin plate spline model, based on penalizing the likelihood by
the integral of the square of second-order dierentials, is equivalent to kriging with a variogram from a
speci®c family of functions.
This special case of kriging and smoothing splines can be generalized within the context of kriging by
using dierent forms of variogram. It may be, however, that an alternative generalization within the
framework of smoothing splines, using higher order derivatives, would reduce the tendency to ¯atten
the observed values while still eliminating much of the random noise obscuring the true pattern of
variation.
Julia Kelsall (Lancaster University) and Jon Wake®eld (Imperial College School of Medicine at St
Mary's, London)
We enjoyed reading the paper and would like to describe how a spatial Gaussian process may be used to
model risk surfaces in disease mapping studies.
The analysis of disease mapping data is based on the following hierarchical model (see, for example,
MollieÂ (1996)).
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Stage 1
Suppose that a study region A is partitioned into areas Ai , i  1, . . ., n, and let Yi and Ei denote the
observed and expected disease counts in area i respectively. We then have
Yi  Poisson i Ei 
where i represents the relative risk of area Ai .
Stage 2
Here a distribution is speci®ed for the collection of relative risks 1 , . . ., n .
Various models have been proposed for this distribution. A simple model assumes that the i are
independently and identically distributed from, for example, a gamma or log-normal distribution.
However, relative risks at locations close together tend to be more similar than those which are further
apart, and in this case the independence assumption is not appropriate. The conventional approach to
overcoming this diculty is to assume a Markov random ®eld model which speci®es the joint distribution
via the conditional distributions (e.g. Clayton and Kaldor (1987) and Besag et al. (1991)). For example, let
Ri  log i  and consider the simple conditional autoregressive model Ri jRÿi  N R i , 2 =mi  where
Rÿi  R1 , . . ., Riÿ1 , Ri1 , . . ., Rn  and R i is the mean of, and mi the number of, neighbours of Ri . A
disadvantage of this model is that it was originally developed for regular lattices and consequently takes
no account of the diering shapes and sizes of the areas. This has been recognized and some alternatives
(e.g. Cressie and Chan (1989)) have been proposed, though all are based on the idea of modelling the
joint distribution through the conditional distributions via consideration of the neighbourhood structure.
We have developed an alternative approach (Kelsall and Wake®eld, 1997), in which we model directly
the underlying continuous risk surface and from this derive the distribution of the Ri . Let R x denote
the logarithm of the relative risk surface. We then make the assumption that R x is a realization of a
stationary Gaussian process. In this case we may evaluate
Ri  jAi jÿ1

Ai

R x dx,

and the joint distribution of R1 , . . ., Rn  follows from standard properties of the multivariate normal distribution. Implementation of this approach through Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling is
straightforward.
When the conventional conditional modelling approach is used the resultant risk estimates are
constant within each area. A major advantage of our formulation is that a posterior distribution for the
underlying risk surface over the whole region is also produced.
The following contributions were received in writing after the meeting.
Adrian Bowman (University of Glasgow)
I would like to congratulate the authors on providing a very useful framework within which spatial
inference and prediction can be performed on a variety of data structures. As the authors point out,
kriging can be viewed simply as a form of local smoothing. This raises the issue of how the authors'
proposals might apply to more general smoothing problems. In particular, generalized additive models
(Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990; Green and Silverman, 1994) are widely used to provide ¯exible regression
models, in both spatial and non-spatial settings. Their ability to include both parametric and nonparametric terms is particularly attractive.
There are many broad points of connection with the present paper. For example, the parameters
controlling the covariance structure of the surface S x correspond to an assumed degree of smoothing
in a nonparametric model. Since the authors' procedures have the attractive feature of incorporating
uncertainty about these parameters into the ®nal predictions, I would welcome any comments or
guidance which they could give on the extent to which their methods might extend to more general
nonparametric models.
Edward Casson (Lancaster University)
The authors comment that conventional geostatistical methodology is inappropriate for some
applications because this technique assumes Gaussianity in the observations. Another example is
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when the extremal behaviour is required for some process which has been recorded at several locations.
To assume Gaussianity would bias estimates of extreme quantiles, so alternative distributional
assumptions are regularly made. Problems are regularly encountered when investigating the spatial
nature of the tail behaviour of some process:
(a) there is unlikely to be a set of measurements recorded at the exact location of interest;
(b) there may be few suciently extreme observations that satisfy asymptotic arguments required for
unbiased, and informative, tail estimation. This may be due to the short period for which measurements are available from that particular measuring station or the problems associated with
measuring such extreme data.
Suppose that observations have been recorded at several locations, and that spatial homogeneity of
the process over that region may be assumed. As with any spatial model, a better estimate of the tail
behaviour may be obtained by utilizing data at nearby locations. Investigations of the parameters which
describe the tail of the process at each location by using only the data that are available at that site are
likely to reveal smooth, but non-linear, variation in the parameters. By describing the spatial behaviour
of the extremal process parameters using latent spatial processes of the form
hf. xg  d x T  S x
following the authors' notation and employing similar Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques it
becomes possible to model the parameters' spatial variation as something that it often appears to be Ð
smooth but non-linear.
This approach enables a prediction of extreme quantiles of a process at locations where no data have
been collected or for cases where a very high threshold is used. A simulation study in Casson and
Coles (1997) revealed that, for suciently smooth processes, reasonably precise inferences on extreme
quantiles can still be made at sites with missing data. This supports the use of spatial interpolation
within this modelling framework.
A natural conclusion to make from this is that, by adapting techniques introduced by the authors, it is
possible to understand the spatial characteristics of the tail behaviour of an environmental process with
only a moderately dense spatial network of measuring stations.
Noel Cressie (Iowa State University, Ames)
In this paper, the authors have presented a methodology that is known elsewhere in the geostatistics
literature as Bayesian kriging (Kitanidis (1986), OmreÂ and Halvorsen (1989) and Cressie (1991), p. 171).
They have noted the importance of measurement error in a proper formulation of kriging (optimal
spatial prediction); earlier appearances can be found in Cressie (1988) and Cressie (1991), pages 127±
130. The so-called nugget eect (discontinuity of the variogram at the origin) c0 is actually made up of
two components:
c0  cMS  cME ,
the microscale variance cMS and the measurement error variance cME . Classical geostatistics has implicitly assumed that cME  0, which is often not appropriate (Cressie, 1988). In the model-based
geostatistics proposed here, the nugget eect decomposition is achieved through marginal and
conditional distributions but the two notions of microscale variation and measurement error are still
present in the problem. This paper assumes cMS  0, at least in all the examples given; see the authors'
equation (23). This de®ciency needs to be addressed.
The problem with model-based geostatistics can be the models chosen. We need good diagnostics to
reject inappropriate models in favour of more appropriate models. The diagnostic based on the variogram, as calculated in equation (19), is problematic. It is not purely a function of u since it depends on
location x as well. Therefore, spatial averages are not equal to ensemble averages. When they are, it can
be useful; in my view the theoretical model given in Fig. 5 provides a poor ®t to the empirical variogram.
I do not want to leave the authors with a negative impression. I enjoyed reading about their use of
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to solve non-linear inference problems for hierarchical models.
The next thing that one should do is to give up the Gaussian model for S ., assumed at the second level
of the hierarchy. Recently, Mark Kaiser and I have developed statistical methodology for spatial
conjugate priors for exponential family data models, e.g. spatial beta priors for binomial data models.
This research will appear elsewhere.
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David G. T. Denison and Bani K. Mallick (Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,
London)
We focus on a problem for which conventional geostatistical methodology, extended in this paper, may
be inadequate. Haslett and Raftery (1989) analysed wind speeds at 12 meteorological stations in Ireland
with the aim of predicting the mean output from a wind turbine generator over a long period of time.
Before starting to operate a wind turbine at a given location (known as the prediction location) wind
speed data at the prediction location are recorded for a short period of time. Thus, to test proposed
methodologies we take a short run of data at one of the stations and try to predict its mean speed given
the data at the other 11 stations.
Unfortunately, the usual assumption that correlations between stations are related (non-linearly) to
the distance between them (equation (23)) was found to be inadequate for this data set. In fact, in
Haslett and Raftery's (1989) analysis, the data at one location are completely disregarded owing to their
deviation from the restrictive parametric assumptions and there is some evidence that the stations on the
coast have a dierent spatial covariance structure from those inland (Guttorp and Sampson, 1989).
We use the Bayesian multivariate adaptive regression spline (BMARS) algorithm (Denison et al.,
1998) and the short run of data to ®nd a nonparametric model for the relationship between the wind
speeds at the prediction location and at the others, i.e. we estimate nonparametrically the regression
function f which is given by
Xp  f Xÿp   error
where Xp are the data at the prediction location and Xÿp are the data at the other stations. Note that we
may also jointly model f by using other covariate information. This allows us to ®nd models for the
wind speed at each location, including `outlying' ones, as no assumptions of stationarity are made. For
wind data, factors which can aect the correlation structure are the prevailing wind direction and the
local topography of the site. A reanalysis of the Haslett and Raftery data set using the BMARS
algorithm, and a similar data set of wind speeds in Crete, is the subject of on-going research by Denison,
Mallick and Dellaportas.
With this work in mind I wonder whether the authors believe that there are any serious problems with
assuming an isotropic correlation function in the real data analyses and whether there is any way to use
covariate information to alter the correlation structure. For example, in the campylobacter infections
data set might the correlations between data depend on whether the locations were both in an urban or
rural area?
Philip Dixon (Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, Aiken) and Marian Scott (University of Glasgow)
We congratulate the authors on a useful extension of spatial models to non-Gaussian data. The
Bayesian methodology also provides a natural way to account for the uncertainty in the variogram
parameters and to estimate non-linear functionals (e.g. exceedance probabilities or high quantiles),
which are often more relevant than the mean. Our detailed comments concern the Rongelap example.
Three details of the Rongelap model might repay closer scrutiny. The data are collected by in situ ray spectrometry, so the recorded count is a spatial integral over an area with an eective radius of the
order of tens of metres. When sampling points are closer than the eective radius, nearby observations
are more highly correlated than are caesium concentrations at those points. Hence, the short-range
spatial correlation is in¯ated. The statistical models describe counts, but the questions concern soil
caesium concentrations, which are proportional to the count rate (counts per unit time) minus the
background contribution. The background adjustment introduces extra-Poisson variation, because
background count rates are random and must be estimated. This is especially important for locations
with low caesium concentrations. The nugget variance is explained as measurement error and Poisson
sampling variation. The replicability of concentration estimates is quite high, especially if the count
times are long. We suspect that the nugget includes a substantial component of small scale spatial
variation. Although these non-linear spatial models may be sensitive to model assumptions, it is not
clear whether these three details aect the conclusions.
One practical dierence between these results and previous results from kriging log-transformed
concentrations is the smoothness of the predicted surface. How much of that dierence is due to the
dierence in method and how much might be due to using a dierent variogram (e.g. choosing the
empirical or Poisson variogram in Fig. 5)? How sensitive are predictions to the choice of prior,
especially for variogram parameters? If the likelihood dominates the prior, reasonable choices of prior
have little eect. This may not happen here because the variogram is imprecise. Our one technical
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concern is the speci®cation of uniform priors in a non-linear model. The likelihood is invariant to the
choice of parameterization, but a uniform prior is not because of the Jacobian associated with the
transformation. Might Bates's technique of putting a prior on the expectation surface be useful here?
Timothy C. Haas (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)
The authors are to be congratulated for giving a Monte Carlo approach to the dicult problem of
predicting a non-Gaussian spatial process. Perhaps Monte Carlo simulation is the future of statistical
estimation and inference. I conjecture, however, that for some seemingly intractable multivariate
distributions an Edgeworth-like expansion may be computationally feasible. As an illustration, I sketch
a non-Monte-Carlo alternative to the authors' Markov chain Monte Carlo approach.
Let h .,  be a non-linear function with parameter vector  T1 T2  T . Let Y x be a Gaussian
are the covariogram parameters. Let
spatial process with covariogram C jjx1 ÿ x2 jj,  wherein
Z x  hfd x T 1  Y x, 2 g.
Step 1: ®nd the ®rst six multivariate cumulants of the random vector Z  Z x1 , . . ., Z xn  T
(Finney, 1963).
Step 2: use these multivariate cumulants to compute the Gram±Charlier expansion of the multivariate distribution of Z (see Finney (1963) and Tan (1980)) in terms of and .
Step 3: use maximum likelihood (ML) to estimate , , and then write down the ML estimates of
the joint density functions fZ z and fZ x0 ;Z fz x0 , zg. Parameter uncertainty can be assessed with the
Hessian matrix evaluated at the solution point.
Step 4: using a quadrature-based numerical integration routine, compute an approximation to (say)
E Z x0 jZ by using the densities found in step 3. Note that quadrature-based numerical integration
of a one-dimensional integral is fast, ecient and numerically well understood.
Other than those that can be expressed as transformations to the multivariate Gaussian characteristic
generating function (Finney, 1962) for what transformations h . can the multivariate cumulants of Z be
found?
The asymmetric linex loss function of Zellner (see Cressie (1993)) can be used instead of squared error
loss and, for the two examples considered by the authors, may be more appropriate.
Mark S. Handcock (Pennsylvania State University, University Park)
The authors are to be congratulated on developing a natural extension of both generalized linear and
spatial models. Their approach signals a major advance in the models that are available to practitioners.
The paper is especially noteworthy as it displays a major contribution of Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods: they allow the scientist to focus on developing more realistic models with less deference to
inferential concerns. My ®rst point concerns the choice of models for S x. Model (23) is quite restrictive
as it automatically excludes realizations that are dierentiable. This seems unnecessary as classes of
models with the same number of parameters exist that do not have this restriction (Handcock and Stein,
1993). Consider the following example of spring temperatures for a region of the northern Great Plains
considered in Handcock and Wallis (1994). Fig. 15(a) shows the posterior densities for the smoothness
2  of S x under both the MateÂrn class and model (23). The smoothness is the fractional number of
derivatives Ð 2  =2 in model (23) Ð and is graphed on the scale = 1  . The prior for the range is
uniform and the smoothness is uniform on the graphical scale. This re¯ects the belief that very smooth
S x are a priori less likely. The two model classes coincide at a smoothness of 12. Under the MateÂrn class,
the probability that S x is at least dierentiable is about 44%. To compare the shape of the densities
the posterior for model (23) has been scaled to have the same mass below 1 as the MateÂrn class. In this
region of comparability the shapes are similar. The major dierence is that class (23) places zero mass
on dierentiable realizations.
Fig. 15(b) shows the posterior prediction variances for a location in the centre of the region. As
expected the prediction uncertainty decreases as the perceived smoothness of S x increases and is
smallest for values excluded by model (23). Thus unless dierentiable modes of variation for S x can be
excluded a priori this model class will be inappropriate.
My second point is a call for the routine use of such graphical model diagnostics for these models.
Likelihood and posterior surfaces such as those advocated in Handcock and Stein (1993) and Handcock
et al. (1994) are essential tools for exploring model idiosyncrasies and ®nding model misspeci®cations.
When the data only provide modest information about the parameters, the understanding of their joint
dependences is essential.
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Fig. 15. (a) Posterior density and (b) prediction variance (.........., equation (23); Ð, MateÂrn class)

C. C. Holmes and B. K. Mallick (Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, London)
Peter Diggle and his colleagues present a most interesting approach to geostatistical modelling. They
adopt a Bayesian framework using kriging methods with a covariance function of the form  x ÿ
x0   2 expfÿ u g, where u is the distance between points. We would like to address some of the
hidden assumptions in using a smoother of this form.
Firstly one should note that the covariance function is radially symmetric. One might say that it does
not know its east and west from its north and south. This amounts to strong prior information. It is not
entirely unfeasible in the Rongelap example that prevailing winds might cause stronger correlations
among points lying in particular directions. It is straightforward to accommodate this possibility by
taking to be two dimensional and rewriting the correlation function between points x, x0  as


2
P
0 
 x ÿ x0   exp ÿ
.
jx
ÿ
x
j
i
i
i
i1

For ®xed  we can consider ÿ1
as a characteristic length scale for direction i over which the signal is
i
expected to vary signi®cantly. By comparing the joint posterior density of 1 and 2 we can infer
whether the underlying process is indeed invariant to direction.
Secondly, the use of a kriging approach to surface ®tting assumes that a constant level of smoothing
is required over the design. This is implicit in the use of a stationary covariance matrix that is
independent of location. For many problems this is not a realistic assumption. Greater con®dence in the
validity of this statement could be gained by partitioning the data into two or more spatially similar sets
and performing inference on these sets independently. Having done so, posterior densities of the
covariance parameters can be compared for universal convergence. If this analysis indicates that a
spatially varying correlation is present then we might turn to other more adaptive methods that can
readily accommodate this property. Recently Holmes and Mallick (1997) applied a Bayesian analysis to
the use of radial basis functions. By assuming that the number and location of basis functions is
unknown the model can perform local degrees of smoothing that is dictated by the data.
Finally we note what appears to be an omission in step 2(b) on p. 308. The proposal density
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S0i jS ÿi ,

p
 for this stage is not uniform or necessarily symmetric about the current state. Hence to
maintain detailed balance a proposal ratio term, p Si jSÿi , =p S0i jSÿi , , is required in the acceptance
probability  Si , S0i .
Geo Laslett (Commonwealth Scienti®c and Industrial Research Organisation, Clayton)
The authors are to be congratulated on their innovative approach to non-Gaussian geostatistics. I
suspect that most commentators will concentrate on matters of inference, so I shall discuss the data.
In my experience, applied geostatistics is a constant battle against data of dubious quality and
representativeness. Here is a brief list of problems:
(a) typically 5% or 10% of mining samples are sent to a check laboratory, which systematically
disagrees with the main laboratory;
(b) low and high response levels are measured by dierent procedures (e.g. copper assays);
(c) measurements are subjective (e.g. diamond valuations);
(d) instrumental drift can be severe;
(e) carry-over eects exist (e.g. soil acidity);
(f) inconsistent detection limits are applied (e.g. contaminated land studies);
(g) bulk surface samples are measured dierently from borehole samples;
(h) measurements can depend on the time of day (e.g. ozone levels);
(i) re®nements of the measurement procedure are confounded with spatial location.
Measurements of 137 Cs present their own problems. Caesium from nuclear fall-out is ®rmly adsorbed
on the ®ner soil particles. The deposition of 137 Cs is fairly uniform, but with some spatial heterogeneity
(Sutherland, 1994). In undisturbed soils, 137 Cs tends to be concentrated in the ®rst few centimetres of the
surface, with a roughly exponential decrease in concentration with increasing depth. Erosion by wind
and water can severely aect the ®rst few centimetres of soil, so that the caesium is redistributed along
with the soil. Many studies (see Longmore et al. (1983) for an Australian example) have demonstrated
that caesium depletion and build-up are linked to major areas of soil erosion and deposition. The 137 Cs
concentrations can change rapidly over a few metres; slope gradient, drainage channels and man-made
features such as fences can all be in¯uential. A measurement on a steep slope may only weakly re¯ect
the 137 Cs deposition at that location, let alone represent that of its neighbours 20 or 30 m away where
the topography may be dierent.
Hence, it is not clear that the type of stochastic model considered in this paper is realistic for 137 Cs
concentrations. Studies of 137 Cs should take into account topographic features and geomorphic processes (in particular, erosion); otherwise the results may be misleading. Have the authors done this for
the Rongelap Island data?
Subhash Lele (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore)
I would like to congratulate the authors for addressing the important problem of discrete data in space.
These types of data occur commonly in ecological, environmental and public health studies. They also
occur in medicine in the form of image data. This paper should help researchers in these ®elds
substantially.
(a) I am usually faced with very large data sets where there are 4000 or more locations (Heagerty and
Lele, 1998). We have developed an approach based on estimating functions to handle large data
sets. Is the methodology in this paper computationally feasible in such situations?
(b) The convergence of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods is a generic problem. The authors use
reparameterization and other tricks to overcome this problem. I wonder whether the inferences,
particularly prediction intervals, are invariant to uniform priors on dierent parameterizations or
not. If not, what is the authors' advice for users?
(c) How does the methodology in this paper compare with the EM, MCEM and MCNR algorithms
(McCulloch, 1997)? These methods do not rely on the Bayesian approach and hence seem much
more acceptable to scientists.
S. Nadarajah (University of Plymouth)
The authors are to be congratulated on a very interesting paper. Let me report on similar work that I
am undertaking jointly with one of the authors of the paper.
There are many practical situations where interest is in the spatial variation of extreme values of a
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variable. Examples include the dispersion of pollutants from a ®xed source (such as a nuclear plant) and
processes that lead to ignition. Consider the ®rst example where we model the spatial variation by
adapting the methodology of the paper as follows. Let S xi  denote the signal at spatial location xi and
Yi the excess of the pollutant's concentration over a high threshold at that location. We describe S by a
Gaussian stochastic process with the correlation function given as in Section 6 of the paper and model
Yi jS xi  by the reparameterized Pareto distribution:

ÿ1=ÿ1
1
y
fi fyjS xi g 
1
 1 ÿ 
 1 ÿ 
with the link function given by
Mi  EYi jS xi     exp si 

0



1 di ,

where di is the vector distance from xi to the source. The model (with ®ve parameters in total) was ®tted
to simulated data using the Markov chain Monte Carlo methodology of the paper. Although we
obtained reasonable estimates for , 0 and 1 , there was considerable diculty in estimating the
correlation function parameters and . I believe that the authors encountered similar diculties in
their applications. Have they any solutions or suggestions for an alternative correlation function?
A. O'Hagan (University of Nottingham)
I congratulate the authors on their important and innovative paper. I have two related comments
concerning their use of proper uniform priors and their Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm.
When generating proposals for  and for S xi , they sample from the corresponding distributions.
This will be inecient if there is substantial information in the likelihood. In the case of S xi , is it
possible to use conventional generalized linear model theory to obtain a useful normal approximation to the likelihood? If so, one could combine this with the prior to obtain a much better proposal
distribution. Proposals would essentially then be derived from linear kriging.
Both  and are given proper uniform priors. In the examples, the authors do not specify the limits
of these priors. Presumably they take account of the limits when sampling , but it is not clear that they
do so when sampling -proposals, where a more sophisticated proposal distribution is described which
should nevertheless be truncated.
In general, proper uniform priors may seem like a convenient way to avoid thinking about genuine
prior knowledge, but they can lead to serious problems. In particular, when comparing models with
dierent parameter sets, Bayes factors and the overall posterior distribution can be highly sensitive to
the choice of limits for such priors. The authors do not explicitly consider model comparison or model
averaging, but in their ®nal paragraph there is a discussion of covariance models. If one wished to
compare their covariance model with a model having a mixture form, expressing both short- and longrange dependence, then it would be necessary to think more carefully about prior distributions. One
should either formulate proper prior beliefs or else apply a technique such as the fractional Bayes factor.
A. N. Pettitt and J. Hay (Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane)
We congratulate the authors on an excellent paper combining modern techniques and models to ®nd
answers for signi®cant scienti®c problems.
We note some overlap with some current work. In Hay (1998), a generalized linear mixed model
(GLMM) which involves a stationary autoregressive moving average model as the random eect is
investigated using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling and a Bayesian approach. In
simulation studies, in style similar to those of the authors' Section 6.1, we found that the sweeping
method (replacing 0 by *  0  s worked well for regression parameters, especially the intercept,
but had little eect on parameters describing the random eects, which remained highly autocorrelated
in MCMC runs. For our time series models when parameters approached boundaries which describe
singularities, e.g. for the simple autoregressive model with the parameter going to 1 giving a random
walk, chains were very slow to converge. In these cases posterior precision for the intercept in the linear
predictor is small and a similar situation must occur for the spatial GLMM. Strategies such as ®xing
parameters as in Section 6.3 with   1 or choosing a dierent model need to be adopted. Sensitivity of
inference to such choices needs to be investigated. As might be expected, models with more complex
time series structure had better prediction and smoothing properties than models with more complex
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®xed eects (more covariates), making the time series modelling worthwhile. We expect the same with
spatial GLMMs.
In Weir and Pettitt (1997) we use a model that is similar to the authors' for binary data (absence or
presence of animals in 10 km squares in Finland) but de®ne the Gaussian spatial process on a lattice by
its conditional autoregressive form involving nearest neighbours so that the full conditional distributions required for step 2 of the MCMC algorithm in Section 4 are straightforward and fast to
compute.
Major computational eort must go into steps 2 and 4 in the MCMC algorithm because the inverse
of the covariance matrix of S or S*, S is not of a simple banded form and the full conditional distributions for S are not simple functions. For readers attempting similar analyses it would be useful for
the authors to provide details of computing times.
Lastly, Pettitt and McBratney (1993) have discussed sampling designs for investigating variation at
dierent scales of measurements. Such designs might be appropriate for investigations such as in the
®rst example.
Sylvia Richardson (Institut National de la SanteÂ et de la Recherche MeÂdicale, Villejuif ) and Peter Green
(University of Bristol)
We congratulate the authors on a paper that provides further compelling evidence of the ¯exibility in
both modelling and inference allowed by the Bayesian±Markov chain Monte Carlo partnership, this
time in a class of spatial problems where the spatial scale is genuinely continuous.
However, we are puzzled by some aspects of the analysis in Section 6.3. The display of the prediction
in Fig. 12 shows a very high degree of spatial smoothness. This is clearly a case where it would have
been helpful to see some representation of the predictive variability, as was attempted in Section 6.2.
The cases are distributed very irregularly, and we would have expected a realistic representation to have
shown very large variability in that part of the region where the data are sparse. We note that this
includes most of the region with high estimated log-odds.
Visually, Fig. 12 overstates the estimated spatial correlation (since we understand the units of
measurement of length for which is estimated as 6.5 to be approximately 60 km), but in turn the
estimated correlations seem higher than are scienti®cally probable. Our partial understanding of the
epidemiology of campylobacter infection points to localized contamination from animal or water
sources, implying rather short-range spatial correlations. In thinking about the explanation for the
inferences of high correlation presented in the paper, we surmise that there must be heterogeneity in
spatial correlation between urban and rural areas, and that inference about is being dominated by
information from the urban cases. It would be interesting to extend the model to allow such heterogeneity, and to test our hypothesis.
Finally, we note that the approximate method of declustering that is used, which aims at focusing the
analysis on outbreaks rather than cases, does not address the possibility of secondary infection, which
may exhibit a dierent time pattern from multiple cases from the same external source; further, because
of the dierential sizes of unit postcode locations, we would expect some bias in the analysis caused by
the dierent eect of the approximation in urban and rural areas, since non-related outbreaks at the
same location will be more probable in urban than rural areas, other things being equal.
Michael Stein (University of Chicago)
Geostatistical practice would greatly advance by the widespread adoption of the methods described in
this work. However, I have concerns about some of the details of this work. In particular, for the model
(23) of the correlation function, when  < 2 the resulting process is not mean square dierentiable and
when   2 the process is analytic. Thus, this class of models does not include, for example, any models
for processes that are once but not twice mean square dierentiable. Handcock and Stein (1993)
advocated the use of the MateÂrn model, which includes a parameter that allows for any degree of meansquare dierentiability for the process. Its use requires the evaluation of modi®ed Bessel functions, but
this is not a serious obstacle to its adoption. As the paper notes, using   2 yields very nearly (but not
exactly as the authors imply) singular correlation matrices, which is just as well, since a model that says
that some process in space is analytic should never be used anyway.
Interpretations of posteriors may depend in important ways on the choice of parameterizations. For
example, the authors note that the posterior means for are much larger than the posterior modes in
both examples. To see why the posterior for can have such a fat upper tail, note that once exceeds a
certain value the observations are essentially uncorrelated so that further increases in have almost no
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eect on the correlation matrix of the observations. I suspect that the posterior means and modes of
0
 1= are in much better agreement than those of in the examples. Incidentally, the fact that 0
provides at least as natural a parameterization for the range of the correlation function as does
suggests that we might want to pay more attention to the priors than just choosing them to be uniform
over a somewhat arbitrarily chosen region.
Finally, I must object to the claim in Section 6.2 that the empirical semivariogram is a consistent
estimator of the true semivariogram. Under the natural asymptotic regime of taking increasingly more
observations on Rongelap Island, the empirical semivariogram will at best be a consistent estimator of
the behaviour of the semivariogram at the origin.
Dietrich Stoyan (Freiberg University of Mining and Technology)
In some geostatistical analyses we are close to point process statistics. This is the case when the locations
xi are irregularly or even randomly placed, as in example 2. Then it may be useful to apply ideas of point
process statistics, and the geostatistical data can be interpreted as marked point process data, where the
xi are `points' and the Yi `marks'. Though we have the same data structure as in geostatistics, it may
be quite a dierent situation: it is not a random ®eld that is observed (which has a value in each point
x of the space) but only isolated points in which Y-values exist. A counterpart to the variogram of
geostatistics is the mark variogram introduced in Gavrikov and Stoyan (1995). For the estimation of
variograms it seems to be natural to use the estimator suggested in that paper or kernel estimators,
instead of grouping the spatial separations.
A simple model of a marked point process is constructed by means of a point process N and an
independent random ®eld fY x: x 2 Rd g. The mark of point xi of N is then simply Y xi . In this case the
mark variogram coincides with the variogram of the random ®eld, and still the points have the character
of observation points as they clearly have in example 1.
However, more complicated models are possible and sometimes necessary, when the mutual positions
of points have in¯uence on the marks and the points are not neutral observation points. The local
interaction of the points may counteract the random ®eld correlation and thus a mark variogram is
not necessarily negative de®nite, as shown in WaÈlder and Stoyan (1996), where points close together
produce rather dierent marks.
It seems to me that example 2 is a point-process-related situation. The 248 locations are not independent observation points but locations, the relative positions of which may have in¯uence on the
observation results.
It would be interesting to see the empirical variogram (which I would interpret as a mark variogram)
for example 2. Because of the particular form of local interaction of the points, I except here a negative
de®nite variogram, which justi®es the application of geostatistical methods.
C. K. I. Williams (Aston University, Birmingham)
The authors show how Gaussian random ®elds (GRFs) may be transformed through the link function
of generalized linear models to provide useful geostatistical models. My comments pertain to the use of
these kinds of model in the general prediction case, where x is a vector of covariates, not necessarily
spatial in nature. Although GRF methods are used in some statistical ®elds, e.g. in computer
experiments (see, for example, Sacks et al. (1989)), it is curious to me why they are not more widely
employed. One early advocate of GRFs for general regression problems is O'Hagan (1978).
Several researchers including Wahba (1990) and Green and Silverman (1994) have shown how
predictions may be made using a roughness penalty on what the authors call S x. However, these
treatments typically use spline-type generalized covariances and do not deal fully with uncertainty in the
parameters therein. Some recent work addressing these issues can be found in Barber and Williams
(1997) and Neal (1997). Neal's treatment is similar to that of the authors, although he uses rather more
sophisticated Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, including a hybrid Monte Carlo method for  and
Gilks and Wild's (1992) adaptive rejection sampling for the Si . He applies the method to classi®cation
problems by using the logistic function (and its multiclass analogue) and to regression problems under
the assumption of t-distributed noise. His code is available from
http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/~radford.
Barber and Williams (1997) provide a similar treatment for classi®cation problems but use Laplace's
method to approximate the integral in equation (10). Preliminary results indicate that the performance
of these methods is competitive with other good classi®cation algorithms.
In the general prediction problem, the use of an isotropic covariance function as is frequently used in
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geostatistics may be unsuitable. One simple modi®cation is to introduce parameters that allow separate
scaling factors wk on each input dimension, so that the distance between x and x0 is de®ned by
d 2 x, x0   x ÿ x0  T W x ÿ x0 ,
where W is a diagonal matrix with non-negative entries. This aords an implementation of the
`automatic relevance determination' idea of MacKay (1993) and Neal (1996). Assuming that the
covariates are similarly scaled, a small value of the wk -entry indicates that input k only gives rise to slow
variation in the S x surface. Results reported in Williams and Barber (1997) show that the posterior
means of the ws can dier by several orders of magnitude in practice.
The authors replied later, in writing, as follows.
We thank all the discussants for the interest that they have taken in our work, and we are especially
indebted to those discussants whose theoretical insights have clari®ed some problematic aspects of our
modelling and inference. We have structured our reply around what seem to us to be the main themes
which emerged during the discussion, and we apologize for any resulting omissions.
The model for the stationary Gaussian process
Our choice of the powered exponential family of covariance functions was, with hindsight, a bad one.
Webster reminds us that practical geostatisticians know to avoid the correlation function  u
 expfÿ u2 g, while Handcock, Kent and M. Stein give good theoretical reasons why this is so. We
intend to rework our analyses using the MateÂrn class in place of the powered exponential. However, we
feel that for data sets of the size, and sampling locations, of our two examples, it will be dicult to
estimate more than one parameter in the correlation function. Hence, the choice of, for example, the
shape parameter in the MateÂrn class is likely to be heavily in¯uenced by the analyst's preconceptions
(perhaps formalized through a prior distribution) of how smooth analytically the underlying surface is
thought to be. We overcome this problem in the campylobacter example by ®xing   1; a similar
solution may help to resolve Nadarajah's problems as it does those of Pettitt and Hay.
Webster is concerned that by using the `wrong' covariance function we may also produce the wrong
prediction intervals. It is, of course, true that prediction using the wrong model may underestimate or
overestimate prediction errors. However, treating an estimated covariance function as if it were known
certainly underestimates prediction errors. We want our prediction errors to be small, but not spuriously small!
Bayesian inference
Cressie claims that our approach falls within the methodology known in the geostatistics literature as
Bayesian kriging. We disagree, as that literature applies Bayesian methods only to the linear kriging
class of models of Section 2.1 of our paper.
Several discussants (Lawson, Dixon and Scott, O'Hagan and M. Stein) commented that our use of
proper uniform priors is not very natural, and at the meeting we were described as `reluctant Bayesians'.
This is fair comment. We were attracted to the Bayesian approach because it provides an elegant way of
allowing for parameter uncertainty in setting prediction intervals, and to the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) machinery because it solves problems that are concerned with the prediction of nonlinear functionals. We agree that vague prior knowledge need not, and probably should not, be
expressed through uniform priors. We have some sympathy with Cliord's concerns about the
proliferation of MCMC analyses whose results cannot easily be checked. Our view is that MCMC
sampling is the technology of last resort, but it is nevertheless invaluable for the solution of otherwise
intractable real problems. Unlike more standard solutions, MCMC procedures need extensive
simulation testing for each dierent model ®t. This detail is dicult to report concisely in print; but
we aimed at least to report honestly how taxing this calibration problem is for our particular models
and data sets.
The Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
Answering questions from Lawson and O'Hagan ®rst, the estimated S is obtained by averaging samples
once the chain is deemed to have converged, and sampling proposals for
were truncated in the
algorithm. Holmes and Mallick ask about a possible omission in step 2(b) of the algorithm. The
proposal density as speci®ed in step 2 is univariate normal. Using this kernel, the acceptance probability
is
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p YjS,  p Si jSÿi ,  q si , s0i 
 Si , S0i   min
,
1
.
p YjS0 ,  p S0i jSÿi ,  q s0i , si 

If q si , s0i   p S0i jSÿi , then  Si , S0i  reduces to the expression given in the paper.
O'Hagan suggests that  S0i jSÿi , Y, , , in equation (16) of the paper, has an approximate normal
distribution with mean and variance given by equations (3) and (4) of the paper. This approximate
distribution can be used as the proposal distribution q. We believe that this could make our algorithm a
little more ecient, but that it would not make a substantial dierence to the results.
We are interested by the suggestions of Haas and Lele for developing less computer-intensive
methods which avoid the need for the MCMC approach, and in particular we would like to explore the
possibility of adapting some of the ideas in McCulloch (1997), although we are unclear how these
methods will deal with parameter uncertainty. Maybe the ideal solution is to incorporate such
techniques into an MCMC algorithm to provide better proposal distributions, similar to O'Hagan's
suggestion, thus reducing the computational demands while retaining the inferential ¯exibility of the
MCMC approach. However, this may still not entirely overcome the sample size restrictions of the
current form of the algorithm, which can only comfortably handle data sets of size up to n  300. To
handle very much larger data sets, it may be necessary to implement either a localized version of the
algorithm, in which updating considers only information from spatially close sites, or to use a Markov
random ®eld model for S. One example of this would be a `conditional autoregressive prior' as
mentioned by Lawson, although a diculty with such models is that the interpretation of their
parameters is speci®c to the con®guration of sites on which they are de®ned.
The Rongelap data
Glasbey, Horgan and Elston were disappointed by the absence of covariates in the Rongelap Island
data set, and Laslett gives us examples of potentially relevant covariates which might have been
collected. But they were not. We strongly agree that the inclusion of relevant covariate information
(`kriging with external drift', in conventional geostatistical language) can be of great value, both in
reducing prediction errors and in scienti®c interpretation. Indeed, we regard the stationary Gaussian
process S as being at least in part a surrogate for unidenti®ed, spatially referenced covariates. For the
Rongelap data, the original survey consisted only of the measurements at the 200 m grid spacing. An
uninhabited, contaminated coral atoll is a hostile environment for ®eldwork. We persuaded the
investigators to return to the island to collect measurements from the four 5  5 grids at 40 m spacing,
but this was the limit of what was feasible. We deliberately sited two of these 5  5 grids in the area of
the island that was previously occupied by the islanders' dwellings and two in a previously unoccupied
area, and we looked for dierences between the responses in these two zones, but we found none and
therefore treated the data as a single population for the subsequent analysis.
Glasbey, Horgan and Elston, and Aitkin ask whether it is even necessary to model spatial variation in
these data above the Poisson variation of the counts. We did establish to our satisfaction that the data
show very substantial extra-Poisson variation, and that this seems to be spatially structured. Fig. 16
shows a map of the signs of the residuals from a Poisson ®t with constant intensity, i.e. a model which
assumes that the counts Y xi  are mutually independent with Y xi   Poisson ti . Similarly, Fig. 17
shows the map obtained with  replaced by ^ x, given by Fig. 7. The majority of the spatial structure in
Fig. 16 appears to have been removed in Fig. 17.
Dixon and Scott are right to point out that the subtraction of the estimated background radiation
level from the raw count makes the Poisson assumption strictly an approximation, but we do not feel
that this eect is suciently large to change our conclusions substantially. They also point out that the
technology used to collect the caesium measurements itself induces short-range spatial correlation
because the -ray camera integrates information from a circular zone centred on the measurement site.
However, with a minimum distance of 40 m between measurement sites, this short-range eect is not
sucient to explain the observed spatial correlation structure of the data.
Webster and A. Stein ask about the prediction variance for  x. Fig. 18 shows the mapped posterior
standard deviation for  x. This has quite a large amount of structure to it: spots of very small
variation where the prediction locations overlap with data locations; largest variation on the edge of the
island where the information from the data sites is least; lower than average variation over the regions
covered by the four densely sampled grids. Clearly the sampling design has a substantial eect on this
map, re¯ecting comments made by A. Stein and by Pettitt and Hay. Note also that the posterior
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Fig. 16. Map of Rongelap Island showing the signs (., negative; +, positive) of the residuals from an
independent ®t assuming constant intensity over the 157 sampling locations (the distance scale is as in Fig. 4)

Fig. 17. Map of Rongelap Island showing the signs (., negative; +, positive) of the residuals from the
generalized linear prediction of intensity over the 157 sampling locations (the distance scale is as in Fig. 4)
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distribution of  x is highly skewed when  x is small, so the standard deviation is a very incomplete
summary of the posterior variation.
The campylobacter data
We wanted to include the campylobacter example as an illustration of the scope for applying our
methodology in an epidemiological setting, but we acknowledge that from a scienti®c point of view this
particular application is somewhat unsatisfactory: the declustering of the data before modelling is
somewhat ad hoc; the unit postcodes correspond to a very uneven spatial distribution over the study
region, which includes both urban and extremely rural areas; and, as Richardson and Green point out,
the disease is known to have a strong rural±urban risk gradient.
Despite our reservations about the analysis we do not share Cliord's worry about focusing on the
conditional probability surface given the number of common enteric infections. This probability is
directly related to the relative risk, which is of epidemiological interest in its own right. If the absolute
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risk is also of interest, a more natural starting point might be to model each disease separately, e.g. as a
pair of Poisson processes with respective intensities
i x  0 x expfSi xg,

i  1, 2,

in which fS1 x, S2 xg is a bivariate stationary Gaussian process, 0 x is the spatial intensity of the
population at risk and the Poisson processes are conditionally independent given fS1 x, S2 xg. However, the corresponding conditional model for the proportion of cases of type 1 would then be
logitfP xg  S1 x ÿ S2 x  S x,
say. In this formulation, S x is itself a stationary Gaussian process, so the two approaches are entirely
consistent with each other.
As a general point we feel that it is reasonable to model risk as a continuously varying spatial process,
and we disagree with Webster's comment that this is a `non-problem'. However, it is certainly the case
that, in applications of this kind, data on relevant risk factors are often only available in spatially
aggregated form, as averages over discrete spatial regions. We are very much attracted by Kelsall and
Wake®eld's approach to problems of this kind. Their methodology may also be appropriate for the type
of applications which Glasbey, Horgan and Elston discuss.
Diagnostic tools
The paper was rather thin on diagnostics, partly for brevity and partly as the data contain limited
information which is dicult to assess owing to the spatial dependence. We have covered some
additional aspects in the response above. We agree with Webster, Cliord, and Holmes and Mallick
that cross-validation methods provide potentially powerful tools for identifying lack of ®t with respect
to a range of model features but, primarily for computational reasons, we did not undertake these. Such
approaches may have clari®ed the eect of urban±rural heterogeneity in the campylobacter example.
Model choice aspects, raised by Lawson and by Glasbey, Horgan and Elston, are important generally
for spatial data but scope for their eective use in particular applications is limited by the amount of
data that are available. We agree with Mugglestone and Kenward that special diagnostics are required
for spatial non-Gaussian data, particularly when the observed data are highly discretized.
Extensions to our model
Cressie comments on potential extensions of our approach to allow for a non-Gaussian process S. We
agree that this is an open and important problem. However, there is also scope for incorporating
additional ¯exibility into the present model while retaining a spatial Gaussian process (univariate or
multivariate) to induce spatial dependence. Several suggestions were raised in the discussion which can
be handled this way. For example, Cressie points out that the nugget eect is made up of two components: a microscale variance and a measurement error variance. This ties in with Dixon and Scott's
observation that the technology used to collect the caesium measurements itself induces short-range
spatial correlation. In principle, our methodology could incorporate this type of contextual information
into a more sophisticated two-scale model for the process S as mentioned in Section 7.
Holmes and Mallick, and Williams commented on our using only isotropic correlation structures. We
do not believe that there is sucient information in either of our speci®c applications to identify
anisotropy, although we accept that in general it is useful to have the option of modelling directional eects. We also note that although we `cannot tell our north±south from our east±west' these
discussants all suggest correlation functions which depend on the potentially arbitrary labelling of
north. Williams's distance measure but with W a general symmetric matrix seems to be more natural.
Denison and Mallick discuss extensions to non-stationary S. Within our framework we can achieve
similar ¯exibility, for example letting  vary spatially by introducing an additional layer into the
hierarchical structure, and making  . dependent on location and direction through a more general
parametric model. For example, in related work concerned with modelling the space±time variation in
rainfall intensity, we are thinking about ways of modelling non-stationary and non-isotropic spatial
correlation with the local `principal direction' of correlation determined by covariate information on
wind speed and direction.
Extensions beyond our generalized linear set-up are outlined by Casson and by Nadarajah for
estimating spatial variation in marginal parameters of extreme value analysis. This seems a valuable
application which could potentially be widened to modelling spatial dependence of extreme value data
by allowing S to vary over realizations in time.
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Stoyan raises a dierent kind of extension, to marked point processes. Their essential feature is that
the sampling locations (points of the process) cannot be assumed to be chosen independently of the realvalued process S (the mark process). We suspect that stochastic dependence between sampling locations
and associated measurements is often present, but ignored, in standard geostatistical applications. For
example, in sequential exploration of a potential oil-®eld, it would presumably be sensible to site new
test drillings in areas which appear, on the basis of results from existing sites, likely to yield a positive
outcome, but this would invalidate standard geostatistical inference. Stoyan's references point out some
of the dangers of ignoring this kind of stochastic dependence.
While agreeing that all these possible extensions of our basic model structure are worth pursuing, we
feel that the generalized linear setting with a Gaussian S is suciently general to be of interest in its own
right.
Spatial smoothing
Atkinson and Boskov commented on spatial smoothing being used to estimate the extremes of the
surface, postulating that the likely outcome is that the extremes are oversmoothed. Our approach avoids
this problem and provides extrapolation beyond the observed range of the data, but at the cost of
explicit modelling assumptions. For example, ordinary linear kriging with a particular assumed form of
covariance function can be formally interpreted as a spline smoother (but note the discussion of this
connection in Laslett (1994)). In our case the largest observed intensity was 15, which is oversmoothed
in Fig. 6, but not in Fig. 7. This is further emphasized by Fig. 9(a) which shows that the maximum
observed intensity falls in the lower tail of the distribution of the predicted spatial maximum. However,
this extrapolation of the surface may be highly sensitive to distributional assumptions, as illustrated by
Ledford and Marriott. This is particularly relevant given Dixon and Scott's reminder about the Poisson
distribution being an approximation in the Rongelap application.
Other spatial smoothers were proposed by the discussants. Generalized additive models embody the
extension of linear smoothers to the generalized linear setting. Hùst, Bowman and Williams develop
these connections. The bene®ts of the ¯exibility of Bayesian nonparametric smoothing methods are
discussed by Denison and Mallick and by Holmes and Mallick.
These comparisons raise the question of whether it is better on balance to have the ¯exibility provided
by nonparametric approaches or the parsimony and interpretability provided by parametric modelling.
Operationally, both approaches produce estimated surfaces S^ x which are nonparametric in the sense
that S^ x (as opposed to the model which leads to it) are not contained within a ®nite parameter class of
functions. We prefer the parametric modelling approach presented in the paper because the degree of
smoothing is then determined by the model ®tted to the data, which in turn is determined according to a
well-established (albeit highly non-automatic) general inferential paradigm.
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